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PART I.

INTRODUCTION

Thanks for downloading my “RVing with a Fifth Wheel” eBook. This

eBook is a digest of fifth wheel related blog posts I’ve published over the

course of the last 5 years.

Inside you’ll find 29 chapters containing content I feel may be helpful to

RVers who like myself travel with a fifth wheel trailer.

Chapters are divided into 4 main categories:

General Tips, Maintenance/Howtos, Towing Related Tips, and

Upgrades/RV Products I Use.

Each chapter has a link at the end pointing back to the original full blog

post on the Love Your RV! blog

I’ve also put together a companion fifth wheel related videos playlist on

the Love Your RV! YouTube channel. (www.youtube.com/LoveYourRV)

I hope you enjoy the eBook and find it useful, Cheers! Ray

https://www.youtube.com/user/LoveYourRV
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLp14lzXh07unBBnGaEYnujbvj9fyZaK9d
http://www.loveyourrv.com/


PART II.

GENERAL TIPS



CHAPTER 1.

ADVICE ON THINGS TO CHECK WHEN BUYING A

USED RV

Over the years I’ve been contacted by numerous people asking “What

things should I check when buying a used RV?“. To help folks out, I decide

to write up this checklist style blog post. Hopefully, it will give you a

starting point on your road to a “new to you” RV.

This list is based on my experience owning a fifth wheel trailer, but

many of the tips are transferable to any form of RV. These checks should

help you quickly narrow down your prospective RVs without always

paying for an inspector each time. Once you have your eyes set on an RV

(for most people), I still recommend hiring a pro for a final inspection.

START WITH THE ROOF

One of the most critical pre-sale checks you can make on an RV is up

on its roof. A leaky RV roof can cause massive damage often hidden

from casual view. Rot inside the walls can weaken the whole structure,

and unseen mold can make you sick. Both of these problems are usually

expensive and time-consuming to have repaired. If you aren’t

comfortable accessing the roof, it’s well worth hiring someone who is.

*Important* Before climbing check the mechanical condition of the ladder

for loose screws or cracked rung holders.
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Things to Inspect Up There:

• All seams and joints for cracks. Check roofing material for damage

like rips, tears or worn spots.

• State of the sealants and caulking. Does it look old and dried out?

Pay particular attention to where the water naturally pools. Front

and back seams are notorious spots for a leak.

• Pull all vent covers and have a look at the seams underneath.

• Get a hose up there and spray it down well, make sure the gutters are

in working order shedding the water. Listen for drips inside the RV.

• Pull off the waste tank and fridge vent covers. With a powerful

flashlight peer down into the vents checking for any blockages such

as a bird, rodent or insect nests.

WINDOWS AND DOORS

Much the same as the roof, check all window seams and sealants. Make

sure the rubber gasket seals and bug screens are in good shape. Spray

with high-pressure water and check for internal leaks. If the windows

have films on them, check for cracking or delamination. If windows are
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double paned look for any fogging in between that would indicate a

failure.

Have a close look at entrance doors, cabinets, and drawers. Look for

any missing hardware, damage or loose screws. Make sure the locks and

latches are in working order.

EXTERIOR WALLS

Go around the RV inspecting the walls looking for any

cracks, delamination, bubbles or bulges. Check condition of the decals.

Look closely at all the seams making sure the sealant/caulking is clean

with no cracking or peeling. Check for possible loose molding and

mounting screws.

Make sure all the walls look square and true. A section of wall that looks

like it is out wack is usually a sign of underlying frame damage. Cracks

are another sign.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Power Distribution Panel

Check each AC breaker. They should feel stiff when switching. Run all

the circuits and check for excessive heat on any of them. For the 12 Volt

DC circuits, make sure there are no blown fuses.

Lighting

Have a look at each fixture. Make sure they are in working order. Pull

the covers and confirm the bulbs are in good shape, and there are no

signs of overheating to the plastic holders or metal connectors. Don’t

forget to check all the exterior and storage bay lighting too.

AC Outlets and Power Cord

Inspect the main power cord for defects. Pay close attention to the

metal plug prongs. Make sure none of them have arc damage. Using an

inexpensive circuit tester go around and check all the AC outlets in the

rig. Don’t forget the outside ones as well.
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BATTERY BANK

Locate the coach battery bank, usually, found in its own vented box.

Make sure there is no corrosion on the connections, and the wires are

in good shape with no signs of overheating. With a multimeter look for

a voltage measurement of between 12.6-12.8 volts when not plugged in.

If the battery is a lead-acid type, then test of each cell with a hydrometer

to get a more accurate state of charge. Also, look for a date code on the

battery labels. If older than 5-7 years there is likely not much life left in

them.

COOLING: AIR CONDITIONER, VENTS, AND FANS

Remove the AC covers. Inside: Inspect for any signs of water leaks

from the roof gasket and check for a filter in excellent condition. A

gummed up filter is a sure sign the AC unit has never had even basic
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maintenance. Outside: On the rooftop inspect the condenser and

evaporator fins for damage and make sure they aren’t clogged with

debris. Check the wiring, electrical connectors and fan. The fan should

spin freely without wobbles or squeaks.

Replace covers and fire up the AC. Run for 10-15 minutes and with

an IR thermometer gun measure the ingoing and outgoing air

temperatures. For most RV air conditioners a difference of 18-22

degrees would be considered normal.

Check cooling and exhaust vent fans for proper operation. Make sure

bug screens are installed and in good condition.
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AWNINGS, SLIDE OUTS, AND JACKS

Run all three through their full range of motion. They should move

smoothly without squeaks, squeals or clunks. Inspect the rubber seals

on the slide outs and the awning material for wear or damage. Inspect

all the mechanical parts looking for any damage, rust or corrosion. If

you have easy access to the drive motors, feel them making sure they

don’t get too hot when working.

LP GAS SYSTEM

Confirm that the RVs LP Gas system has been inspected and certified.

In most jurisdictions, it’s the law before sale. Even so, have a look for

yourself. Check the age of the propane cylinders; many are only viable

for a refill for ten years. Look at the condition of the rubber hoses,

regulator and tank switchover valves. Move all around the RV inside

and out sniffing for any sign of a propane leak.

GAS FURNACE

Make sure the RV gas furnace fires up quickly, and the fan doesn’t have

any squeaks, squeals of rattles. Check each output vent for heat and

decent air flow. Pop off the furnace access panel and see if the area

around the furnace is clear of dust and debris.
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PLUMBING SYSTEMS

Fresh Water and Waste Tanks

Test the city water hookup. Fill the fresh water and waste tanks then

take the RV for a spin. Check for any leaks under the RV. Dump all the

waste tanks looking for good flow and a smooth feel to the waste gate

valves.

Water Pump

Locate and inspect the 12-volt fresh water pump. Check condition

of wiring and hoses. Run it and listen for smooth operation while

checking it for leaks. See if it can supply a consistent stream to all

faucets.

Water Heater

Open interior and exterior access panels and inspect the plumbing and
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wiring. Fire up in gas mode and look at the burner flame. It should

ignite quickly and be mostly blue. Turn off the gas and turn on the

electric mode. Let the water come to full temp, run taps testing

for adequate heating and clarity. On the outside open the pressure

relief valve to confirm it’s operation. (Watch out the water may be hot)

Toilet and Plumbing Fixtures

Try turning on/off all faucets looking for proper flow and no leaks.

Make sure the drains work correctly. Look around the toilet for any

sign of leaks and check the bowl seal. It should hold water. Check

shower head and the seals on the door and stall walls.

KITCHEN APPLIANCES

Confirm that all appliances are in good working order. If one is present,

light the LP gas stove checking each stove top burner and the oven. Use

an oven thermometer to test for adequate heating.

Test the fridge in electric and gas mode. With an IR thermometer gun

check the temperatures in the freezer and fridge sections for proper

cooling. Open the outside access panels and make sure everything looks

clean with no debris. Check condition of the drain hose. Confirm the

auto switch over feature is working. When the electricity is removed,

you should hear a sparking noise outside and be able to see a tiny blue

flame in the burner area.
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ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Check operation of any TVs, Audio Systems, Satellite, DVD and remote

controls. Check all speakers for clear sound, don’t forget the outside

ones. If possible, hook signal to the external cable input to confirm its

functionality. Test the rooftop antenna, and it’s signal booster.

RV UNDERCARRIAGE

Crawl under the RV and have a look at the axles and suspension

components. Look for any broken parts or excessive corrosion. Have a

look at the condition of the underbelly covering. Inspect the tires for

defects and use the DOT code to find out their age. Any tires older

than 5-7 years are due for replacement, especially if the RV is a trailer.

Inspect and test operation of the entrance stairs. Check bumper and

pull out bike rack.
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Check for functioning smoke, carbon monoxide, and LP gas detectors.

Look for one or more up to date fire extinguishers.

NOOKS AND CRANNIES

Finally, grab yourself a powerful flashlight and go all around the RV

looking into every nook and cranny. Open all the cabinets and storage

bays. If possible, unscrew any access panels and have a look inside.

Undo a few sections of the underbelly and have a gander in there too.

Serious problems to look for are signs of water leaks, dry rot, mold or

rodent activity.

CONCLUSION

As a final tip – Pay close attention to the state of the hidden areas of

the RV which most sellers will miss during clean up. For example, the

sink drains, behind access panels and inside the roof and furnace vents.

If these areas are in a pristine condition, you can bet the RV hasn’t seen

too much use.
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I hope you have found this article helpful for your used RV buying

quest. It’s an exciting time hunting for that perfect RV. But, take your

time to thoroughly check over prospective rigs. It will guard against

possibly much more wasted time, expense and huge disappointment

down the road. Also, discovered defects will give you some ammunition

during the negotiation phase to get a lower price.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/things-

to-check-when-buying-used-rv/
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CHAPTER 2.

10 REASONS WHY WE CHOSE A FIFTH WHEEL

TRAILER

One of the most asked questions I get as a full-time RVer is “Why

did you choose a fifth wheel trailer instead of a motorhome?” Rather than

continually rewriting the same answer over and over again, I thought I

would consolidate my reasons into a blog post to share.

When buying our RV, we checked out many rigs and weighed all the

pros and cons before settling on our 2011 Keystone Cougar 276RLS

and Ford F350 Truck. Five years later we are happy with the choice

and as full-timers prefer the fifth wheel trailer over other options. I’ve

spoken to many other RVers who love their Class A B C or travel

trailers. It’s honestly a personal RV lifestyle preference.
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With that in mind here are my top 10 reasons for picking a fifth

wheel trailer and truck combo as our full-time rig.

1) BEST BANG FOR THE BUCK

We had an original budget of $45,000 for our rig. We were able to buy

a brand new fifth wheel trailer and an older but mint condition 1-ton

diesel truck for less than that even. If we had tried to go with a Class

A or even Class C motorhome, it would have been relatively old with a

potential to turn into a money pit. Plus some kind of small tow vehicle

would be required. Insurance costs tend to be less with a truck and

trailer as opposed to two powered vehicles.

2) MAXIMUM ROOMINESS IN A SMALLER LENGTH RV

Comparing apples to apples (28 feet long and a single slide out), I don’t

find any other RV types roomier than our fifth wheel trailer. Being I’m

6 feet tall the high ceilings make a considerable difference and open up

the place. The same length motorhome loses a bit of space eaten up by

the front dash area. See the recent renovation wrap up post for a look

inside.
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3) ONLY ONE DRIVE TRAIN TO MAINTAIN

All the expense and maintenance hassles are times two with the

motorhome & towed vehicle combo. This is especially true for me. I like

to do as much of the vehicle maintenance tasks as I can. Having only

the older diesel truck to worry about versus a complex motorhome and

small car simplifies things a great deal. There are less moving parts to

cause us a breakdown on the road.
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4) EASY FOR ME TO WORK ON

Because a motorhome combines the engine, drivetrain and regular

vehicle electronics with the RV systems they much more complex than

a trailer. I love to do mods/upgrades and repairs on our rig. Having only

the basic fifth wheel electrical, propane, and plumbing to consider I find

it much simpler to work on with less chance of inadvertently causing

damage. With a motorhome, I would have all the regular vehicle wiring

and mechanics to worry about.

5) LOTS OF STORAGE SPACE

Our trailer has a large pass-through basement storage area plus a roomy

front compartment. Because of the taller interior, a fifth wheel trailer

has extra storage areas up high not found in a travel trailer

or motorhome. Our Cougar takes excellent advantage of this, especially

in the kitchen area. Even though the truck has a large hitch on it with
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the 8-foot bed, there is still enough room for two large tool chests.

Storage space was high on our list when RV shopping and a big reason

a fifth wheel trailer fit the bill.

6) PREFER A TRUCK AS OUR REGULAR VEHICLE

It’s a personal preference, but I’ve always liked to drive a larger vehicle

like a truck or van. I’d feel a little safer in an accident, and other drivers

tend to respect your size. Built with mostly steel and tipping the scales

at over 7000lbs it’s going to take a severe crash to injure us badly.

It’s something to consider when you are like us often traveling out of

your home country relying on extended health insurance in case of

hospitalization.

With the heavy-duty construction of our 1-ton diesel, I’m less fearful

of damage when out exploring off-road areas. Some of the roads can

get pretty rough; many smaller vehicles just aren’t built for the abuse.

Finally, the truck is needed to tow my wife’s boat around when

summering on Vancouver Island. Saves us the hassle of renting one

every time it needs to be launched or moved.
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7) LARGE WATER AND WASTE TANK CAPACITIES

When I was shopping for a potential RV I noticed that the fifth wheels

came with some of the largest waste and water tank capacities. For

instance, our roughly 28-foot Cougar has a 60-gallon freshwater tank

and three 40 gallon waste tanks. We wanted to do lots of dry

camping during our annual 6-month snowbird trips so the more, the

better.

8) IF TRUCK BREAKS DOWN, WE STILL HAVE OUR HOUSE

If our truck needs to go in the repair shop for an extended stay, at

least, we have all of our stuff and familiar home to be in while we wait.

Sometimes motorhome owners can keep living in theirs if the shop

allows it but other times a trip a motel may be in store. If they have a pet

like us, it complicates things even more.
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9) VERY STABLE WHEN TOWING

Because of its heavy pin weight and the hitches placement right over the

(dually) axle of our heavy duty 1-ton truck towing our fifth wheel trailer

is very stable. I have no problem with sway and other than degraded fuel

mileage wind has a marginal effect on handling. Our fifth wheels front

nose is quite rounded so slips through the air much better than a flat

fronted RV.

10) CAN BACK OUT OF TIGHT AREAS

Most motorhomes towing a small car need to be very careful when

heading down an unknown road just in case it dead ends without an

adequate turn around space. Because of the tiny towing setup, it

becomes too easy to jackknife the towed vehicle causing possible

damage. So they are left with having to disconnect and back out the rig

separately.

With a fifth wheel or travel trailer, it’s simple enough to just back it

out. Instant backing up capability can be convenient when fueling up

in smaller, busy stations or quickly grabbing a back-in campground site

making life on the road a little easier.
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A FEW CONS COMPARED TO A MOTORHOME

• Our fifth wheel trailer has less security. With more steel in the

construction, motorhomes (for the most part) are harder to break

into. If threatened, you can always jump into the driver’s seat and

leave the scene.

• When towing a long steep hill where overheating may be a concern

motorhomes can unhook and drive the tow vehicle separately to

reduce overall weight.

• Class A motorhomes have huge storage compartments underneath

with large weight capacities.

• Motorhomes owners towing a small secondary vehicle save on fuel

versus our large truck when unhooked.

• If your primary motorhome engine breaks down on the road, you

have a backup and are not stranded.

• Motorhomes are generally easier to set up at campsites.

• Most motorhomes have a built-in generator or can efficiently charge

the coach batteries off the engine.

• Access to the kitchen, bathroom, and bedroom while you’re moving.

CONCLUSION

As you can see, there is much to consider when choosing an RV,

especially if you plan to use it for long-term trips or as a full-time rig.

Hopefully, this article has given you some insight into why we went

with a fifth wheel trailer and truck combination. I’m often asked, “If I

had to do it over again I would do the same?” The answer is yes.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/

10-reasons-why-we-chose-a-fifth-wheel-trailer/
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CHAPTER 3.

THINGS WE PACK FOR OUR EXTENDED RV TRIPS

Over the course of almost seven years of full-time RV living, we have

had a chance to find out what we really need to pack and what we can

do without. The first year we seemed to take everything under the sun.

Much of it just sat unused.

Every year before heading out for our 6-month long snowbird journey

we go through the whole RV and pick out all the items we can do

without. As I add new upgrades to the RV such as solar panels and extra

batteries this fat trimming becomes more and more critical. The last

thing I want to do is overload the trailer and cause a safety concern, not

to mention possibly voiding our insurance if in an accident.

I often get asked by new RVers “What do you pack for extended RV

trips?”. With this in mind, I’ve put together our current packing lists.

I’ve likely forgotten a few things and haven’t listed clothes, medicines,

personal, our pet stuff or bathroom type items. Hopefully, though if you

are new to the RVing world, it will give you a few ideas and hints on

what you may like to bring along.
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ASSORTED INSIDE ITEMS

• Computer and Camera Equipment

• Cellular Amplifier and Antenna

• WiFi Signal Amplifier and Antenna

• Spotting Scope – excellent for wildlife viewing

• Paper Manuals for the fifth wheel and truck

• File Folder Box

• Small Oil Filled Heater

• Small Fan Heater

• Big Buddy Radiant Propane Heater

• Step Stool

• Reflectix Insulation for the windows

• Vent Cushions

• Small Carry On Suitcase – for emergency flights if needed

• Rechargeable Handheld Vacuum
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• Broom and Swifter Sweeper

• Electric Bug Zapper

• Hummingbird Feeder

• Hiking Backpacks and Poles

• Weather Station with Remote Sensor

KITCHEN STUFF

• Place Setting for Four People

• Small, Medium and Large Pots w/lids

• Small and Large Frying Pans

• Cake, Bread, and Roasting Pans

• Several Coffee Mugs and Assorted Plastic Glassware

• AirTight Plastic Containers – maybe a dozen or so of various sizes

for food storage

• Toaster

• Slow Cooker

• Small Blender

• Kettle

• Kitchen Knives and Block

• Mixing Bowls

• Stove Top Espresso Maker

• Cutting Board

• 2 Gallon Drinking Water Jug

• Assorted Utensils (IE. Spatula, Ice Cream Scoop, Can Opener, etc.)
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ASSORTED OUTSIDE ITEMS

• BBQ Grill

• Camp Stove

• Camping Chairs

• Foldable Camp Table

• Outside Mats

• Beach Umbrella

• 20 Foot Telescopic Flag Pole

• Large Tarp and Ropes

• 7 Gallon Fresh Water Jug

• Foldable Multi-Ladder

• Wheels Chocks, Tire Ramps, and Jack Pads

• Portable Gas Generator and Gas Can

• Spare Oil for Truck and Generator

• Mouse Traps and Ant Bait
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• 5 Gallon Bucket

• 20′ of Coax TV Cable

WATER AND SEWER HOOKUPS

• 20’ Main Sewer Hose

• 18’ Sewer Extension Hose

• Sewer Hose Support

• Clear Plastic Sewer Pipe Elbow

• 25’ Fresh Water Hose

• 50’ Water Hose and Adjustable Spray Nozzle

• 10’ Black Tank Flush Hose

• 15’ Outside Shower Quick Connect Coiled Hose

• Adjustable Water Pressure Regulator

• Water Bandit

• Fresh Water Filler Tube w/shut off valve
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• Twist-On Waste Valve

• Rubber Gloves

CLEANERS AND LUBRICANTS

• Simple Green and Windex

• Vinegar and Bleach

• Aerospace 303 Protectant

• Protect-All Brand – spray wax, slide out dry lube and rubber slide

seal conditioner

• RV Wash Soap and Long Adjustable Pole with Soft Bristle Brush

• Silicone and White Lithium Spray Lubricants

• Grease Gun and few tubes of high temp wheel bearing grease

TOOLS AND MAINTENANCE ITEMS

• Basic Mechanics Socket Set

• Special Sized Sockets to fit any large bolts on the rig (Lug Nuts, King

Pin, Suspension, etc.)
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• Torque Wrench

• Basic Tool Kit (Screwdrivers, Pliers, Hammer, Saw, Tape Measure,

etc.)

• Cordless Drill and Bits

• Cordless Screw Gun

• Small Staple Gun

• Air Compressor

• Cordless Impact Wrench

• Multimeter

• Non-contact Voltage Tester

• Infrared Temperature Gun

• Soldering Iron, Solder and Heat Shrink Tubing

• Small Shop Vacuum

• Hydraulic Trolley Jack and Bottle Jack

• Tire Changing Ramp

• Ax and Small Spade Type Shovel

• Eternabond, Gorilla and Assorted Other Tapes

• Silicone Rubber, Goop and Dicor Lap Sealants

• Caulking Gun

• Battery Maintenance – distilled water, anti-corrosion gel,

hydrometer, wire brush

• Bailing Wire and Rope

• Plumbers putty and grease plus spare faucet washers

• Water Heater Maintenance – anode rod, wrenches, flushing wand,

extra electric element
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• Assorted Screws, Nuts, Bolts, and Washers

• Additional Electrical Wire

• Work Gloves

• 1 – 50’ and 2 – 10’ Heavy Duty Extension Cords

SAFETY AND EMERGENCY ITEMS

• 4 Fire Extinguishers – bedroom, entrance, storage and truck cab

• Emergency Road Side Reflective Triangles

• First Aid Kits for Trailer and Truck

• Portable Radio with Emergency Weather Alert

• CO, Smoke and LP Gas detectors

• CB Radio

• Portable Battery Jumper Box

• Battery Jumper Cables

Wow! When I actually sit down and list our stuff it sure adds up. It’s

hard to believe it all fits in our rig, but it does. Luckily our Keystone

Cougar fifth wheel has lots of storage space and a decent amount of

extra cargo weight capacity. It was one of the reasons we chose it.

Something to think about if you’re buying a rig for extended RV trips.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/things-

we-pack-for-extended-rv-trips/
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CHAPTER 4.

TIPS AND TRICKS FOR COLD WEATHER RVING

INTRODUCTION

RVers generally are an inventive and self-reliant bunch. One thing that

really gets their creative juices flowing is trying to live in an RV below

freezing for a sustained period of time. The typical RV is not at all

designed for use in the snowy, icy northern climates. My Keystone

Cougar fifth wheel has a sticker on the side proudly proclaiming “Polar

Package” hahaha, pure marketing hype. There is not a chance it would

be useful in any “polar” climate. It is barely adequate in the relatively

mild climate of Vancouver Island in the late fall. Thankfully we have

never had to test it out in any serious cold weather.

Somehow though even with the cold weather limitations of most RVs

many hardy, ingenious folks find ways to do it anyway. Below you’ll

discover some of the best tips and tricks I’ve come across for cold

weather RVing.
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BEEFING UP THE RV INSULATION

The first thing you’re going to want to do is to add some extra

insulation to the RV, especially the windows and underbelly area. These

areas are where the rig loses a large percentage of its heat.

Window Film – Pick up something like the 3M Indoor Window

Insulator Kit to apply to all the windows. It’s inexpensive and really

helps keep heat in by adding an extra air barrier.

Foam Board Insulation – Add some foam board insulation to the

bottom of the RV underbelly. This will help with keeping your waste

and water tanks warm preventing freeze ups.

Reflectix Bubble Foil – This stuff comes in rolls and can be cut to fit

into window openings or anywhere you want to add an extra layer of

insulation. The foil will reflect the heat back in, and the bubbles provide

insulating air gaps. We use it for both cold and heat. When not needed

it rolls back up for easy storage.

Heavy Drapes – Another great way to keep the cold out is good old,

tried and true drapes. Nothing like a thick set of curtains to cozy up a

place.

Skirting the Rig – Adding a layer of skirting material all the way

around the rig works really well. It blocks the cold winds from

whipping under the RV and sucking out the heat and sets up a dead

air space for insulation. If you have a fifth wheel, you can build an

enclosure under the front and add a small heater in there. This gives

you some extra storage and warms the area right under the bedroom.
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I’ve observed the setups of the full-time year-round RVers in Vancouver

Island RV parks, and almost every one of them has skirting of some sort.

METHODS OF HEATING THE RV

You’ll likely want to use a combination of heating methods when faced

with extreme cold weather RVing. This is one area where you have to

be very aware of the dangers and take proper safety precautions. If you

do things wrong, it can result in death by fire, asphyxiation, or carbon

monoxide poisoning.

Propane RV Furnace – The on-board propane furnace does a great job

but is very inefficient sending a good portion of the heat out side as

exhaust. It will become costly to run as the temps plunge. You’re going

to want to get an additional large propane tank so you can buy it in
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bulk to save money. This will also save you from the task of continually

refilling the smaller RV tanks.

Most on-board RV furnaces have a special duct or two that runs down

into the underbelly to heat the tanks and basement storage, so it is

a good idea to use it as the primary heat source. You’ll spend some

extra money but is better than an expense and hassle of plumbing or

tank repairs from a freeze up.

Electric Heaters – Space heaters are cheap and if you’re on a free

electric hookup can help reduce the heating costs. They can also be

placed in the basement compartments to keep them warm, just make

sure to follow the safety instructions. I have a little oil filled heater and

like to have it near me on cold nights. Keeps me warm and cozy without

having to have the main heat cranked up. We also use a small electric

heater in the bedroom at night to keep the chill off.

Propane Radiant Heaters – These are terrific for boondocking in very

cold weather where you have no electric shore power. They are

available as a portable unit like our own Big Buddy heater or as a built-

in type such as the Olympian Wave 8 Catalytic Safety Heater. They

make a great second source of heat for the RV. *Note* you have to be

very mindful when using them as they do eat up the oxygen in the

air and need some decent ventilation. Always read and follow the

instruction manual and safety precautions. Also make doubly sure

you have a good working CO and Propane detector on board. We use

ours during the evening while awake and then use the big RV furnace at

night while sleeping.
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The Big Buddy portable heater throws out a great deal of pleasing

radiant heat. It is much cheaper to run than the regular furnace but

doesn’t give us the benefit of heating our underbelly, plumbing,

basement storage and tanks like the large RV furnace. So I like to run

the main RV furnace during the coldest night time hours while we are

bundled up sleeping.

Incandescent Lights – LED lighting is all the rage right now but one

thing good old incandescent bulbs have going for them is heat. Ninety

percent or more of the wattage they use is put out as heat. This is bad

when dry camping on the RV batteries but on shore power they provide

bonus heat. I’ve kept my old bulbs and swap them out when I want

to use them for the additional heat. This is particularly handy in the

basement storage area where in my rig there are 4 light fixtures. I just

leave them on in cold weather and they are like little heaters down

there. Some folks do the same with trouble lights.
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VENTILATION – GET THE MOISTURE OUT!

Once you have the rig all insulated and warm the next battle will be how

to get the moisture out so dreaded condensation inside the RV doesn’t

occur. In the course of a day living in the RV we put a great deal of

water into the air space. Showers, dishes, cooking, burning propane and

our own breathing all contribute and it needs to be expelled from the

RV. In our home base area of Vancouver Island located on the Pacific

coast of Canada we know this battle all too well. Left unchecked the

condensation can quickly build up on all the windows and some walls

and lead to mold.

Vent Covers – These I feel are a must as they allow for the opening of

the RV vents in all weather conditions. The typical RV roof vent is 12”

by 12” and can release a lot of the moisture, especially with the aid of a

fan. Make sure to open them up during cooking and showering.

Attic Roof Vents – These are relatively easy to install and will help

remove moist air that gets trapped in the attic area of the rig. Here

recent how-to blog post on installing them.

Stove Vent – Use the stove vent and fan when cooking, especially when

boiling stuff like potatoes for instance. The quicker you can get the

moisture out the better.

Absorbent Cloths – Cloths like Sham Wows that can hold a ton of

water are really handy for removing moisture. I use one to wipe down
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our shower stall and any condensation that builds up in the windows.

We also have one by the door to dry off the dog and our coats. Then the

moisture can be wrung out down the drain instead of finding its way

into our air.

Dehumidifier – There are many small portable dehumidifiers on the

market that are suitable for use in the RV, some even work on 12-volt

power.

PROTECT YOUR RV PLUMBING

Damaged RV plumbing is one of the most common problems that

happen to extreme cold weather campers. Water expands when it

freezes and causes pipes and valves to crack or burst. Here are a few tips

reduce the risk.

Heat Strips – Use what’s called heat strips or tape on your RV fresh

water hose and cover that with foam insulation. It doesn’t need much

heat to keep the water above freezing. You could also spend some extra

money and buy a pre-made heated water hose.

Use The Fresh Water Tank – Another option is to fill your internal

fresh water tank and use it for your primary water source. Make sure

the water pump is located in a warm area.

Internal Piping – Open up cupboards and access panels where

plumbing pipes are located to allow heat from the rigs living area to get

in there and warm the pipes.
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Waste Valves – Keep waste valves closed when not using them. Wrap-

up with insulation any that are exposed to the elements.

Sewer Hose – Rinse it out well and stow it when not in use to prevent

damage. A more permanent ridged pipe may be a better bet if you would

like to leave it connected outside 24/7.

Tanks – Only dump tanks when they are full to reduce the chance of

freeze ups. Adding a little bit of RV antifreeze after dumping may be a

good idea as well.

MISC COLD WEATHER TIPS

More tips and tricks that hopefully will help you out when the icy weather

hits.

Heating Pad – A heating pad can aid in defrosting pipes or keeping an

important area like the water pump warm. Also feels really good on cold

feet.

Fridge – Best to leave your fridge on even when really cold. RV

absorption refrigerators can be hard to get running again in cold

weather.

Insulated AC Cover – You won’t be needing it so to help keep down

drafts it’s a good idea to use an insulated cover on the AC unit.
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Plastic Parts – The average RV is loaded with plastic fittings, levers,

trim, etc. When it is very cold out extra care is needed when handling

them as they become brittle and easy to break.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/tips-

tricks-cold-weather-rving/
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CHAPTER 5.

TIPS FOR KEEPING THE RV COOL WITHOUT AC

We do a bunch of boondocking on BLM and Forestry lands and dry

camping in National, State and County parks. Because of this we often

find ourselves without electrical hookups and no way to run our

rooftop air conditioner to cool the RV during hot days. We could fire

up our two 2000 watt Champion generators paralleled together but that

is more of an emergency cooling option and not really practical in the

reality. Who would want to be camped next to all the noise and fumes.

So we have found many tips and tricks for keeping the RV cool with out

the regular air conditioner.
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RV ORIENTATION

Where and in what direction you park the RV can have a dramatic effect

on the sun’s effect on internal temperatures. Setting up beside a nice

shady tree is one way to reduce the suns impact. Another is to position

the RV so the midday sun is shining on the side of the RV with less

window area. On most RVs this seems to be the side with the entrance

door. Usually on this side is also a large awning that can be deployed to

give further shade to the rig. Keep these things in mind when booking

a site. You can use a satellite view to check out the available campsites

and see which ones are more favorable.

WINDOW COVERINGS

In my experience the biggest transfer of heat from the outside comes

through our large picture windows. Even though they are double pane

and slightly tinted, when the sun shines straight on them the rigs

internal temps rise quickly. What I do to combat this is insert some

reflective bubble insulation called Reflectix and lower the night shades.
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This cuts the heat transfer tremendously. Other solutions I’ve seen are

to install external window shades or apply a stick-on reflective window

film. I prefer my method because when camping in cold weather I

like to utilize the free solar heat energy the windows provide and the

external window shades can be a nuisance when the winds pickup.

VENTILATION

Once you have the RV setup in the optimal way, awnings out and

windows covered the next thing is to ventilate the rig. The goal here

is to bring in fresh cool air and pump out the warm air. The target is

to not have the inside of the rig any warmer than outside ambient air

temperature. Close off any windows that are on the warm, sunny side

and open up the windows that are on the shady side. I then open up my

roof vents to let the warm air out.

Warm air rises so hopefully you will get some natural convection

happening drawing in the cooler air and pushing out the warmer air. To
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help out this convention effect you could install some fans. We recently

installed a quiet but very high output roof vent fan called a Fan-Tastic

Fan. It draws very little power and works like a charm creating a nice

cooling breeze in the RV.

• Once the sun goes down the outside temps begin to cool open up

your storage bays and cupboards and try to vent off the built up heat

in them before bedtime.

• If your rig doesn’t have any, install some attic vents like you see in

regular sticks and bricks houses. These will help remove excess heat

that gets trapped up in the roof.

RV FRIDGE VENT

Another area to pay attention to ventilation wise is the refrigerator.

As the fridge cools our food it also creates a lot of heat which can get

trapped in the RV. This heat needs to be removed. Most units have an

external vent in the roof or side of the RV. If you can shade the external

fridge panels it will help the fridge run cooler and more efficient.

Also a fan in the fridge ventilation area works well to remove all that

heat buildup. Our rig came with a small temperature regulated fan in

the fridges vent stack and I hear it running on a warm day removing

excess heat. I plan to install some extra fans on my roof as well. I’ve seen

online a replacement rooftop vent hood with built in solar powered fans

that looks like a great idea!

• Check and make sure the fridge vent areas are clean and not blocked

by any debris

SHOWER SKYLIGHT

I’m amazed how much heat pours through our shower skylight on a

sunny day. I’ve heard of some folks painting over the thing to block out

the heat. Last summer I took apart the inner covering and place some
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Reflectix bubble insulation in there and that did a good job of keeping

the heat out.

Another option is to use Velcro tape and attach a sun block panel when

needed. Only caveat is it may be possible to create too much reflected

heat back out onto the domed plastic cover and possibly crack it. I guess

you could experiment using a infrared heat gun and see how much

hotter the external plastic dome gets compared to normal.

CARRY SOME TARPS

Carrying a tarp or two when RVing is a good idea for all kinds of things.

They can be very useful by providing instant shade. Attach one to the

awning, the rig or nearby tree, etc. for extra shade.

USE LED LIGHTING

You would be surprised how much heat those little OEM incandescent

or halogen lamps put out in the RV compared to LED replacements.

While the LED lamps do warm up a little bit, the regular bulbs are like

running little heaters.

SWAMP COOLER

I haven’t tried one in the RV yet but I had a little evaporative cooler

when we had a house and it worked great. You just added water and

the small fan pushed air through a wet filter and it cooled the air. There

are many interesting designs floating around the internet. Looks like an

interesting DIY project.

COOK OUTSIDE

Best to try and keep all the cooking heat outdoors. Use the barbecue or

camp stove to prepare your meals, coffee, and teas. Rather than use the
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hot RV gas oven, look at cooking a meal outside in a crock pot or Dutch

oven.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/tips-

keeping-rv-cool-without-ac/
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CHAPTER 6.

10 TIPS FOR FIFTH WHEEL CAMPING IN EXTREME

WINDS

1) PULL IN SLIDE OUTS

Pulling in the slides will reduce the RVs surface area and center the

weight. This should help reduce rocking and keep the slide topper

awnings from being damaged.

2) STORE OUTSIDE ITEMS, CHECK NEIGHBORS TOO

Loose outside items can blow around and possibly damage yours or

others RVs. Store lightweight items like camp chairs, mats, folding

tables, portable solar panels, etc. Keep an eye on neighboring rigs for

items that may be blown into yours.

3) CLOSE VENTS AND WINDOWS

If camped in a region prone to blowing dust close all vents and

windows. We once left them open during a windy day in the Utah

desert, and we are still cleaning fine red dust from the rig.

4) HOOKUP TRUCK

Attach the fifth wheel to the truck. The heavy truck will act as an anchor

and save possible damage to the front landing legs from excessive

rocking.
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5) POINT TRAILER NOSE INTO THE WIND

If possible point the trailer into the wind. The fifth wheels front cap and

vent covers are aerodynamically designed for highway speeds. You’ll

experience a lot less rig rocking and noise compared to the wind

coming from side or rear.

6) FILL WATER AND WASTE TANKS

Fill up the water and waste tanks. In a fifth wheel like mine, for instance,

this adds an extra 1000 lbs of weight. Since the tanks are located low in

the rig, it lowers the center of gravity making it harder to tip.

7) CHECK THE ROOF

Make sure roof vent and AC covers are securely attached, tighten any

loose bolts. Put down TV and/or satellite antennas. You don’t want to

have to go up there once the wind hits.

8) LOOK UP

Check what’s overtop of the rig. Are there any large tree branches or

power wires?
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9) USE A WEATHER ALERT RADIO

Keep a quality battery operated weather alert radio on hand to monitor

the storm in case internet access goes down.

10) HAVE A PLAN B FOR SHELTER

Know beforehand exactly what you will do if the winds get out of hand.

Where will you go if hunkering down in your RV becomes unsafe? (IE.

a tornado is approaching.) Most campgrounds in tornado-prone areas

will have a shelter. Make sure you know where it is.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/10-tips-

fifth-wheel-camping-extreme-winds/
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CHAPTER 7.

RV FIRE SAFETY TIPS

We’ve all seen those horrific photos and video footage of RV fires. The

way RVs are constructed, and the materials used lends them to burn and

go up in smoke extremely quickly. If inside you literally have seconds

to escape. To hopefully keep that from happening to you I’ve decided to

publish some common sense RV fire safety tips. Essential advice for a

new RV owner to consider. It doesn’t take much effort to dramatically

reduce your risk.

CHANGE DETECTOR BATTERIES

This one is a duh! But worth repeating. Just like in a regular home make

sure your smoke, propane, and carbon monoxide detectors have fresh

batteries in them at all times. A good rule of thumb is to change all

the batteries every six months. I use the days we adjust our clocks for

daylight savings time and back, so it’s easy to remember.
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CERTIFY PROPANE SYSTEM

Check and make sure a licensed LP technician has certified the rig. It’s a

good idea to have it re-certified every few years. In many jurisdictions,

there are mandatory inspection periods. They will inspect and test the

propane system and check for any leaks.

Check your local laws regarding propane regulations. Here is an

excellent article about RV propane safety from the Canadian Propane

Association. If you ever smell propane vacate the RV immediately, call

the fire department and if possible turn off the external propane tanks.
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DRIVING WITH LP GAS ON?

The age old question. “Can I leave my LP gas system on when

traveling to keep my RV fridge running?” This question always

spawns no-win arguments that lead to an endless circle of comments

on RV forums and groups. Myself, I err on the side of caution. I’m not

comfortable driving around with an open flame burning in my fridge

compartment. And, I’m too lazy to worry about if I remembered to turn

off the gas when I refuel, go through a tunnel or board a ferry, etc.

For what it’s worth in 5 years of full-timing with over 60,000 miles

towed we have yet to have spoiled food in the fridge. When you think

about it, the typical RV fridge is really like a large camping cooler but

better insulated than most. I tent camped for years with coolers not near

as good.

DON’T OVERLOAD ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

From what I’ve seen the average RV uses the bare minimum quality

when it comes to electrical outlets. Most are lightweight and cheaply

made. With that in mind, my advice is, don’t plug too many things into

one outlet, especially high draw appliances or heaters. Try to spread the

loads out between different outlets. Pick up a wattage meter and test

how much current/power you may be drawing. If you are consistently

maxing out an individual outlet, consider installing a heavy duty

electrical box for it. Maybe even have the wiring beefed up to it.
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Occasionally feel the electric outlet plates and main electrical breaker

panel and see if anything is getting hot. If you feel they are excessively

warm to the touch, call an electrician and have them checked out.

Get yourself a good quality surge protector. If an overload in the shore

power occurs, it can cause damage and possibly a fire in the RV circuits.

See my review on the one I use and recommend for our 30 amp RV.

The Progressive Industries hard wired model EMS-HW30C. It also

comes as a portable unit. The PI EMS will shut the incoming power off

instantly if any surge occurs.
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MAINTAIN APPLIANCES

It’s especially important to keep the RV’s appliances clean and

maintained. Number one on that list is the refrigerator, one of the most

common causes of RV fires. Say for instance the rig has been in storage,

and some critters make a nest near the fridges gas burner. Next time

you use the fridge in the gas mode, you may have a fire on your hands.

Open the access panels of the RV appliances a couple of times a year and

make sure there is no dirt or debris buildup taking place. Also visually

inspect the wiring and circuitry for any signs of overheating or loose

connections. If you spot anything suspicious call in an RV technician to

take a look at it.
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CAREFUL COOKING IN RV

Our RV kitchens are cramped with tiny amounts of counter space.

Therefore we must be extra careful when preparing our meals. Keep the

stove area clear and never leave a burner on when not present in the RV.

Besides a nearby fire extinguisher, I keep a couple of boxes of baking

soda above the stove in case of a flare-up. Fast action may save the RV

and prevent a ruined vacation. (More info – Grease Fire HowTo.)
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Also, remember that the stove and oven’s propane burners eat up

oxygen, so make sure to leave open the RV’s roof vents or crack a

window to let in fresh air.

TIRES AND AXLE BEARINGS

You wouldn’t think tires and bearings would be a fire threat but think

again, they are a not so uncommon cause of burnt out RVs on the

highway. What happens is an axle bearing fails and gets extremely

overheated to the point of igniting the tire. Once the tire gets fully

engulfed, it is very hard to put out. The fire spreads and the whole rig

goes up in smoke.

There are several ways to avoid this happening. First, always maintain

the wheel bearings, especially trailers. Get them inspected and re-

greased at the recommended times. Second, keep tires inflated to

appropriate levels for the load. Under inflated tires heat up fast.

Third, after traveling check the wheels and tires for heat. Do it often

and you will get a feel for average heating and know when one is out

of acceptable range. I picked up an inexpensive IR thermometer gun for

the task.

If you can afford it, I recommend installing a quality tire monitoring
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system. A good system will not only monitor air pressures but also

temperature alerting you to any changes before a catastrophic failure

happens.

BATTERY VENTILATION

The lead acid type batteries used in many RVs can emit dangerous

gasses and need proper ventilation. To avoid any problems make sure

the battery storage area is adequately vented to the outside. If you keep

the batteries inside a sealed box, a vent hose needs to be installed on the

top and a second hole below to create a chimney effect to evacuate the

potentially explosive fumes.

Fresh, properly charged and well-maintained lead acid batteries will

produce less gas so avoid using the batteries too long before replacing

and always maintain the water levels. Or, if you can afford it consider

spending the extra money for some sealed AGM type batteries.

Of course, avoid smoking and causing sparks around the batteries and

make sure connections are clean and tight. One tip I can give you –

if metal things in the area around the batteries are showing signs of

corrosion then you likely have a problem with the batteries, insufficient

ventilation or the way they are being charged.
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BARBEQUE AND CAMPFIRE

Keep the barbecue and campfire well away from the RV. It would suck

to melt a sidewall area or damage the awning with excessive barbecue

or campfire heat. When grilling, we occasionally create significant flare-

ups, especially juicy burgers. A little extra distance is only prudent.

Pay attention to local dry season burning bans. Don’t be the guy who

starts a forest fire! Rather than burning wood with the possibility of

sparks or hot embers I’d advise (unless using the fire for cooking) trying

one of the new LP gas-powered fire pits. I’ve sat beside a few, and they

are actually quite enjoyable and much safer. Plus, no smoke in the eye.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

I like to keep several fire extinguishers on board the RV and inside the

truck. One is in the entrance/kitchen area, another in the bedroom,

a third inside an outside storage compartment and a fourth in the

truck’s cab. This way an extinguisher is always handy and I have several

backups if needed. It’s good to know the type of fire extinguisher you

have. I advise ones that you can use on many kinds of fires. Don’t forget

to have them serviced yearly and replaced when they expire.
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Our Cougar fifth wheel came with a piddly little extinguisher mounted

at the entrance door. I guess the bare minimum they could get away

with installing. I quickly upgraded it to a larger, higher quality unit.

PLAN AN EXIT ROUTE

In the event of a fire inside the RV do you have a plan to escape the RV?

Say you are awakened in the middle of the night by the smoke alarm and

there is a fire blocking the main exit. What do you do? It’s important to

think about it. Have an escape plan in place.
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In our fifth wheel trailer, there is an emergency exit window in the

bedroom, but it is quite high off the ground. I always leave

my foldable ladder underneath the window. Our plan is open the

window throw the bedding across the sharp edge of the window sill and

lower ourselves down to the waiting ladder.

CONCLUSION

Finally, I’d like to say I’m not an RV fire safety expert, just an avid full-

time RVer, so take what I say with that in mind. Spend some time and

research RV fire safety on the web; there are many excellent resources

out there. Educate yourself, who knows you may save your rig one day

or even more importantly you and your loved ones.
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Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/rv-fire-

safety/
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CHAPTER 8.

11 HELPFUL TIPS FOR RV STORAGE

Even though we now live in our RV as our only home there have been

times in the last few years that we have had to place our Cougar fifth

wheel trailer in storage for a little while. Luckily we have found a nice

secure storage yard to keep our baby in. We really love our RV and

would hate to see anything happen to it while in storage, so I’ve done

a lot of research about RV storage and the best ways to prevent any

damage. Below you’ll find my 11 Helpful Tips for RV Storage.

1. CLEAN AND CHECK ALL SEALS

Before placing the rig in storage give it a good wash and wax. The

wax will help protect the RV from sun damage and keep dirt build up

down. A good coat of wax also makes cleanup after storage much easier.

When washing pay special attention to the roof. Most of those evil black

streaks come from dirt and road grime on the roof, so the cleaner the

better for the whole rig.
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After the rig is all clean have a close look at all silicon seams, caulking

and rubber seals. If anything is cracked or worn looking now is the time

to repair it. As they say “An ounce of prevention equals a pound of cure”

or in the case of an RV a ton of money. One of the most expensive RV

repair bills you can get is from water damage and most times it happens

during time spent in storage.

2. VENTILATION

Keeping moisture out of the RV is a major concern. If any moisture

develops it can lead to mold growth and musty smells when you retrieve

your RV from storage. I find by far the best way to keep the interior of

the RV dry is to leave the rooftop vents open. We have installed special

vent covers on our three roof vents allowing us to leave them wide open

all the time.
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They are designed in such a way to stop rain from getting inside but

at the same time allowing for lots of air flow. Equalization of air

temperature inside and outside the RV seems to be a big key to stopping

moisture problems and the open vents do the job well. The proof is in

the pudding as I have had to store the Cougar trailer several times on

Vancouver Island in the fall. If you have never been to the west coast of

Canada in fall, let’s just say it rains! When we walk inside our stored

trailer everything is dry as a bone. I also leave open the interior cabinets,

closets and prop open the refrigerator door.
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Our Dometic fridge came with these specially designed blue clips prop open the fridge and freezer

doors.

The first time I stored the RV I goofed big time. My first mistake was I thought the

fridge was completely empty but had missed a package of frozen chopped spinach

in the freezer door. Second mistake was I failed to prop open the doors. Let’s just

say I’ll never, never make that mistake again. Arrgghhh! – Ray

3. BLINDS AND CURTAINS

Another way to combat mold growth is by not using the full night time

shades. I store the RV with the translucent daytime shades drawn which

still allows daylight to penetrate. I learned this lesson when I stored my

old camper van for 6 months and decided it would be a good idea to

close all the curtains. Well the van had a bit of a leak and moisture got

into it. The whole back area that was curtained off was full of mold

spots but the front driving area which had no curtaining was spotless.

4. SLIDE OUTS

I like to have all my slides retracted when storing the RV. This way the

mechanical parts, roof, slide toppers and rubber seals are not exposed

to the elements and there is less chance for leaks. Before placing the

RV in storage I will clean the rubber seals, roof and mechanical parts

underneath. Then I apply some Protect-All rubber seal conditioner and
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slide rail corrosion protector. On the inner seals I rub on some baby

powder to keep the them from sticking when we go to open the slide

again.

5. BUGS AND RODENTS

Different parts of the country will have different problems with pests,

and most of them can cause some sort of grief when storing the rig.

First thing to do is make sure all external openings are blocked off or

screened. Popular spots for bugs to set up shop are rooftop plumbing

vents, inside the exterior fridge panel and vent, the furnace exhaust and

air intake piping. Most RV parts outlets sell made to fit screening for

these openings.

The worse pests I think are rats and mice as they like to chew electrical

wiring which can be very difficult to locate in closed up RV walls, plus
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they crap everywhere, yuck. The best way to limit them picking your

RV as a happy home is to make sure to remove all possible food sources

and nesting materials. Even things you wouldn’t think of like soap,

toothpaste and paper towels. They generally won’t hang around and

nest if there isn’t a good supply of food. I’ve heard stuffing steel wool

and spray foam into possible underbelly access points may also help.

6. ELECTRICAL

When I leave the RV in storage I turn off all electrical using a battery

disconnect switch located right beside my batteries. This way there

will be absolutely no drain on the battery bank and I won’t have to

worry about dealing with a dead battery bank when I go to pick up

the RV. Thing to remember though is to make sure the batteries are

fully charged first. A fully charged battery will be OK in cold weather

and usually not freeze. I say usually because I’ve never lived in ultra-

cold places where maybe that can be a problem. But I know for sure a

weakly charged battery can freeze much easier and damage it. Also you

don’t want to be the rig in the storage yard with the weak battery alarm

beeping all day long. ?

If your lucky and have solar power on the rig then leave that hooked
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up as it will maintain the batteries at full charge. It doesn’t take much.

My old camper van only had a 15-watt panel on it but kept the starting

battery in great shape. Even after storing the van all winter the battery

fired up the engine on the first few cranks.

7. PLUMBING AND TANKS

The temperature plays the biggest role in how we prep the RV for

storage when it comes to plumbing. If there is no chance of freezing and

I’m only storing for a few weeks I do very little. I’ll generally flush out

the waste tanks really well and then add back a ¼ tank of water to keep

them from drying out inside. For the freshwater I fill it and add a ½ cup

of bleach and then run it into all the pipes. That way I get to disinfect

the water supply plumbing as it sits and nothing can grow in it.

If there is any chance of below freezing weather I remove all water from
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the plumbing system including the water heater tank. Then I will add

antifreeze into the piping, valves, drain “P” traps and a little bit into each

waste tank. There are many great articles online on winterizing and

several viable methods. Last year I needed to do it very fast so opted for

my own very quick method. It uses a lot of antifreeze but worked well.

Also, remember to remove any other liquids that may freeze and crack

their containers to avoid unanticipated messes in the RV. An example

would be dishwashing soap.

8. SECURITY

Motorhomes are a little harder to break into and steal but fifth wheels

such as ours are an easy target. I attach a special hitch lock to the

kingpin. Some folks will also chain the wheels or use a wheel lock. The

best thing to do is leave it in a location that has some type of onsite

security or at least someone that keeps an eye on things. The storage

yard we use has an owner who lives on the premises and a Rottweiler

guard dog. I make sure to get the spot close to the doggie.
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Making your RV a difficult target is the best defense. Thieves are

generally lazy and will move on looking for an easier score. Another

thing I’ve done to make the rig a bit more secure is changed out the

storage bay locks. Many folks don’t realize that a majority of RVs use

the same key but criminals sure do! If they can walk up to an RV

and open things with a key they won’t look too suspicious to a casual

observer. Check my recent blog post for details of my storage door lock

replacement.

9. RV INSURANCE

Make sure to contact your RV insurance company and see if you have

the proper insurance in place. Don’t trust that a storage lot is going

to cover any losses. Most policies for “storage only” coverage are very

cheap and well worth it for peace of mind.

10. TIRES

Improper storage of tires causes a great many of those blowouts you

hear RVers talking about. Leaving the motorhome or trailer parked in

the same spot on the tires for extended periods weakens the tire and

may lead to sudden catastrophic failure. Here are some tire storage tips

I found in the Goodyear Recreational Vehicle Tire and Care Guide

Storing your vehicle properly helps protect your tires.

• Keep your vehicle in a cool, dry storage area out of direct sunlight

and UV rays.

• Unload your vehicle so that minimum weight is on the tires.

• Inflate your tires to recommended operation pressure plus 25%, but

don’t exceed the rim manufacturer’s inflation capacity.

• Thoroughly clean your tires with soap and water before storing

them to remove any oils that may have accumulated from the road.

• Move your vehicle at least every three months to help prevent
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cracking and flat-spotting, but avoid moving it during extremely

cold weather.

• Place your vehicle on blocks to remove the weight from the tires. If

the vehicle can’t be put on blocks, make sure the storage surface is

firm, clean, well-drained and reasonably level.

Take care of your tires or else!

Most articles and manuals I’ve read also state not to store with the tires

on the bare ground but to put something like a plank of wood under

them.

* Check out my tips post on RV tire age

11. GO CHECK ON IT

Finally, we can all get lazy or forgetful, out of sight out of mind, but

it’s well worth stopping by and checking in on our RV from time to

time. Problems can be nipped in the bud before they go from minor

little problems to larger, more expensive issues. Two big things to look

for are signs of rodent droppings or moisture intrusion, each can cause

expensive damage.

CONCLUSION

The best thing is not to have to store the RV. In a perfect world we
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would always be RVing, but if you do have to store it I hope these 11

Tips for RV Storage come are helpful.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/

11-helpful-tips-for-rv-storage/
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CHAPTER 9.

FULL TIME RVING ADVICE WHAT TOOLS DO I

CARRY?

I’m often asked by folks contemplating a full-time RV lifestyle “What

tools do you carry?” The answer has certainly changed over the years as

I’ve learned what I need and don’t need. As we have added more items

to the rig such as solar panels and extra batteries I’ve had to back off on

my tool stash to prevent overloading the trailer.

We are now closing in on six years of full-time RV life. The years have

taught me what the essential tools are. Below you’ll find my tools listed

by category and video footage of the collection. For some it may seem

like an excessive amount of tools but keep in mind I do most of the RV

repairs and maintenance myself. In addition, I love to modify and add

upgrades to our RV. ?

Hopefully, my tool list will help out aspiring full-timers, or part-timers

who take extended trips, decide what tools they need to carry in the

RV.
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WRENCHES AND SOCKETS

• Several sizes of crescent wrenches

• Basic SAE/Metric Socket Set

• Ratcheting Wrenches

• Special size sockets for large RV nuts and bolts (ie. water heater

anode, trailer hitches, suspension bolts)

• Torque wrench with deep sockets for tire lug nuts

PLIERS AND CUTTERS

• Channel Lock Pliers (small and large)

• Needle Nose Pliers (small and large)

• Duck-billed pliers

• Vampliers (stripped screw and bolt extraction)

• Side Cutter Pliers (small and large)

• Vise Grips
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• Sharp Set of Scissors

• Exacto Knives

SCREWDRIVERS

• Screwdriver Bit Kit

• Picquic Multi-bit Screwdriver

• Picquic Multibit Stubby Screwdriver

• Multiple Single Sizes: Robertson, Philips, and Flat Head

• Set of Small Precision Screwdrivers

ELECTRICAL

• Fluke Multimeter

• Klien Non-Contact Voltage Tester

• Infrared Thermometer Gun

• Soldering Iron Gun
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• Wire Strippers

• Electrician Scissors

• Hydrometer (for testing lead-acid batteries)

• Battery Terminal Cleaner

POWER TOOLS

• Cordless Drill

• Makita Cordless Screwdriver

• Cordless Impact Wrench

• Dremel Tool

• Air Compressor

• NOCO Battery Booster Box

SAWS AND HAMMERS

• Hack Saw

• Keyhole Saws

• Small Wood Saw

• Ball Peen Hammer

• Regular Hammer

• Rubber Mallet
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MISCELLANEOUS

• Large Axe

• Small Spade Shovel

• Grease Gun

• Caulking Gun

• Wave Leatherman Tool

• Metal File

• Assorted Wood and Metal Drill Bits

• Crowbar and Flat Pry Bar/Scrapper (aka. Hive Tool)

• Small and Large Tape Measures

• Flash Lights

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/full-

time-rving-tools-i-carry/
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CHAPTER 10.

RV FLAG MOUNTING IDEA FOR YOUR FIFTH

WHEEL TRAILER

For several years now I’ve had a 20-foot flagpole that attaches to my

RV’s rear ladder. Flying different flags while camping has been a fun

thing to do and helped me and friends locate our RV in a crowd. My

yellow happy face flag gets lots of smiles and comments. ?

This summer with the celebration of Canada’s 150th birthday on the

horizon I decided to add a second flagpole to the front of the rig. It

would also function to keep myself and anyone else from walking into

the trailers heavy metal pin box. I can tell you from experience that can

be a major ouch and leave a mark!
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Rather than a standard upright pole, I elected to go with a front porch

type angled pole. The pole is roughly 6 feet long and has a spinning

section to it. The spinning flag mount keeps the flag from wrapping

around the pole so it is always draped downward.

The pole came with an adjustable mounting bracket with four screws.

It’s meant to be mounted to a porch railing or the side of a house.

However, I wanted to have it on my fifth wheel trailers pin box. At first,

I thought of drilling holes for the screws into the metal, however, I came

up with what I feel is a better option.
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I used a 2×10 wood plank and screwed the flagpole mount onto that,

then with ratchet straps attached the plank to the pin box. The mount

turned out to be extremely strong and can be used in other locations

like say a picnic table. To improve the looks I spray painted the wood

plank black like the pin box.
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The pole can be used for more than flags. We have a large fish wind sock

that looks pretty cool on it. The only downside to the pole I purchased

is it’s a little lightweight. Being made of thin aluminum I feel it may not

handle an extreme wind load. Luckily it’s super easy to remove with a

few turns of the thumb screw if a storm is bearing down on us.
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Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/rv-flag-

mounting-idea-fifth-wheel-trailer/
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PART III.

MAINTENANCE TIPS AND

HOWTOS



CHAPTER 11.

10 SIMPLE TIPS TO HELP MAINTAIN THE RV

Taking the time to do a few preventative measures to our RVs will

pay big dividends down the road. Just like you take your car in on a

regular basis for a tuneup and oil change, don’t forget about our good

old motorhome or trailer.

Most maintenance procedures are very simple and can be done

ourselves without a big outlay of cash to a pro RV technician. The

following are 10 simple items you can tackle yourself.

1. Lubrication – A little lube goes a long way. Keep all the hinges, locks,

sliders, and basically, anything that moves well lubricated. I find the best

lube to keep on hand is a dry silicone type. Works well in almost all

applications and resists attracting dirt.

2. Tighten – Our RV is basically a house on wheels and exposed to

minor earthquakes during every trip. Things are going to come loose.

Every so often I grab a screwdriver and a wrench and give everything

a re-tightening. This little preventative maintenance can save you big

time. Pay special attention to items attached to the outside that may fly

off during transit and safety risks IE. Ladder Rungs.

3. Clean it – Mechanically everything works better when clean, dirt and

grit cause wear. A good coat of quality wax and UV protectants will

keep the rig looking sweet and extend the life of many of the materials.
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4. Tires – Inflate to recommended specifications and check them often.

Inspect for any imperfections before travel. Keep lug nuts tightened to

proper torque settings. Get a torque wrench and learn how to use it.

Minimize exposure to the sun.

5. Tanks – Sanitize the fresh water tank as often as needed. For me, it

depends on how much I use it, but usually every couple months I’ll run

some bleach mixture through the system. I use some Borax and Calgon

water softener in my black and galley tanks to clean and deodorize. Also

when dumping I make sure to have a nearly full tank to properly expel

the solids with a good flushing action. This will help avoid the dreaded

poo pyramid!

6. Lights – Carry spares for every type of bulb your RV uses. Check the

signal and marker lights for proper function before every trip.

7. Seals and Seams – Keep very close tabs on the external seals and

seams. Look for any cracking or holes, especially on the roof. Water

penetration generally causes the most damage to RVs of anything. One

reason is the leak can go unnoticed inside a wall for a long period of

time and causes rot and worse mold to develop.

I’ve recently redone all my roof seams with a product called Eternabond

tape. I believe it will reduce my maintenance and provide a better seal

than caulking alone.

8. Voltage Checks – Get yourself a cheap multimeter or tester lights

and keep tabs on your main voltages. The main coach batteries should

be between 12.4 volts – 12.8 volts when not being charged, anything

below 12 volts is definitely too low. As far as the AC voltage goes, below

108 volts is too low and higher than 130 volts is too high.

I highly recommend getting an EMS (electrical management system) to

monitor things for you and provide protection when needed.
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9. Look underneath – I know it’s a pain but its well worth inspecting

under the rig every once in a while. Have a look for loose, corroding or

broken items. A quick inspection can save you from being stranded on

the side of a highway.

10. Exercise all systems – Systems that are left dormant in the RV for

long periods of time should be run periodically. As an example when on

full hookups for extended periods it’s a good idea to use the water pump

occasionally and run the generator for a half hour or so every month.

11. Bonus Tip – Check your Smoke, Propane, and Carbon Monoxide

sensors on a regular basis. Make sure they have power or fully charged

batteries.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/

10-simple-tips-help-maintain-rv/
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CHAPTER 12.

FIFTH WHEEL RV MAINTENANCE TIPS

With the complexity of the modern RV comes a need for a fair amount

of maintenance to keep it running smoothly and safely. Below you will

find my personal Fifth Wheel RV Maintenance list. No RVers list will

be the same as there are many variables that go into what needs to be

done and when. My list is based on owning a fifth wheel trailer and

using it pretty much full-time. Many things can influence how often

things need to be checked. So having said that here is what works for

me.

WHEELS AND UNDERCARRIAGE

• Brakes – every 6 months to one year pull the wheels and clean and

inspect the brake pads and drums. Replace parts if worn.

• Make sure the electric brake wiring is in good shape and not rubbing

on anything.

• Wheel Bearings – every year or 12,000 miles clean, inspect, repack

the bearings and install new seals.

• Inspect tires and rims for any cracks or defects before any trip.

• Have a look at the suspension and axles before every trip and every
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few months check for correct torque settings on nuts and bolts.

• Before every trip check torque setting on wheel lug nuts.

• Before every trip check for proper tire inflation.

ELECTRICAL

• Batteries – Once a month check connections for corrosion, clean

and adjust if needed. If using wet cell type top up with distilled

water. Check full charge voltage, should be 12.6 – 12.8 volts.

• Wiring – Every six months inspect all visible connections for

corrosion or loose wires.

• Converter – Once a year, pull out the converter/power center and

inspect connectors, fuses, and breakers. Make sure there is no

corrosion, loose connectors or overheated wires.

• Fans – Any electrical appliance fans should be inspected and cleaned

every 6 –12 months. You’ll likely find them in the converter,

refrigerator, stove hood, inverter, etc.

• AC plugs – Acquire an AC Plug tester and check all the plugs for

proper operation.

• Lighting – Every year, disassemble, clean and check bulb connectors

for any sign of overheated connectors. Replace fixture if needed.

• Every six months lubricate TV Antenna hardware.
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• Before every trip check signal, brake and marker lights for proper

operation.

PLUMBING

• Check pipes and fixtures for evidence of leaks as much as possible, a

leak stopped early can save thousands.

• Give the waste tanks a good flushing every few weeks.

• Every couple of months pour a half cup of bleach into the fresh

water tank, fill, let sit a day and run it through the lines.

• Hot Water Heater – Remove anode rod and flush out any debris and

scale build-up every 6 months. Replace anode if worn. (Applies to

the Suburban Brand)

HITCH

• Once a year clean and re-lube fifth wheel hitch. Check vinyl lube

plate condition.

• Check torque and tighten if needed all nuts and bolts.

• Check condition and operation of emergency brake away cable.

• Check torque on kingpin bolts once a year.

INTERIOR

• Once a year steam clean carpets and furniture upholstery, valances,

etc.
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• Every few months vacuum out furnace ducts and inside the furnace.

• Apply furniture polish to wood cabinets every 6 months.

• Every month check condition of all screws and repair anything

coming loose.

• Lubricate door hinges and drawer hardware as needed.

• Check condition of blind hardware and replace worn strings as

needed.

• Vacuum out AC vents and clean filter once a month.

• Clean oven and wash stove vent filter every 3 months.

• Clean out and defrost refrigerator every 3 months.

EXTERIOR

• Roof – every 6 months check all seals around vents, air conditioner,

TV antenna, ladder hardware, and rubber roof seams. Add new

sealant if needed.

• Rubber Roof – Wash every 6 months with Dawn dishwashing

detergent and a soft bristle brush.

• Windows – inspect seal around windows and clean rubber seals on

window slides.
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• Check all wall seams for decay in the sealant and around storage

doors, marker lights and appliance panels.

• Wash Filon outer wall surfaces with mild RV soap and wax every six

months. ( FIlon is the name of my trailers outer wall material)

• Clean and treat slide rubber seals every six months.

• Lubricate door hinges, jacks, entry steps, slide rails, etc. as needed.

• Every six months pull AC and Refrigerator covers and clean out any

dust and debris.

• Every few months crawl under and inspect frame rails for signs of

corrosion or cracking.

• Check pull out bicycle carrier before every trip.

• Every month check propane lines and hardware for possible damage

or leaks.

• Check, clean and lubricate awning every six months.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/fifth-

wheel-rv-maintenance/
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CHAPTER 13.

HOW I WASH, WAX AND DETAIL THE RV

INTRODUCTION

Every six months or so I wash, wax and detail the RV. Occasionally

between this, it may get a quick wash if it gets very dirty or dusty,

usually after a couple big rainy drives or a desert windstorm. Below you

will learn the methods, tools, and products I use to carry out the task.

SAFETY FIRST

Just a few words about safety. To clean and wax the RV can involve

ladders and time on the roof. If you’re not physically up to the task don’t

try it, instead, pay for the service. Falling off an RV roof can seriously

injure or kill you. Working at that height shouldn’t be considered

lightly. Up on the roof, I use a boating type deck shoe with very good

gripping soles and stay in the middle, avoiding as much as possible

being near the edges.

Also, take your time and be organized this not a place to be tripping

over things. When climbing the ladder to reach high areas it’s a good

idea to have someone hold the ladder for you. Always have someone

around so if you do fall they can quickly get help.

UP ON THE ROOF

It’s best to clean the RV from the top down. First thing I do is head up

on the RV’s roof. I remove my vent covers and wash the EDPM rubber
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roof with a mixture of Dawn dish detergent and hot water using a soft

bristled brush on an extension pole. I generally do a 6’x6’ section at a

time starting from the front and working back. Sometimes a second or

third washing is needed to get all the dirt off.

For any heavily soiled areas or stubborn stains, I use a full-strength

application of spray on rubber roof cleaner. I also go along and clean

out the gutters really well removing any stuck debris. Finally, I will

inspect all the sealant around the roof vents, air conditioner and all roof

seams for signs of cracks or deterioration.
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NEXT THE SIDES AND BACK

With the same long-handled soft brush, I will do all the RVs side walls

and back using a standard RV washing soap. I pay special attention to

the seams where the wall joints, storage bay doors, marker lights, and

appliance outlets are. This is where the majority of the dirt and grime

will accumulate, sticking to the silicone sealant. I give these areas a good

scrubbing, not hard enough to damage the seal but enough to clean out

the dirt and leave the seal looking nice and white again.

Hard at work hand buffing the beast

THE FRONT

The front of the RV, in my case the fifth wheel fiberglass cap, demands

a little more specialized cleaning. This is where during road travel all

the bug abuse takes place. Sometimes the carnage can be enormous! The
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best defense against super stuck on bug guts is a very well waxed front

cap. The best method I have found to remove the squashed little buggers

is with a dryer sheet. First, wet down the area and the dryer sheet and

if you have a decent wax underneath they will come off fairly easily.

To access the higher areas just put the dryer sheet under the brush and

scrub.

WHEELS AND UNDERCARRIAGE

For the undercarriage hardware and tires, I’ll use a little stiffer brush

and scrub off any dirt and debris from the landing jacks, stabilizers,
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slide rails, steps, rear bike rack and bumper, suspension parts, etc. Then

give everything a really good rinsing at high pressure and an application

of dry type lubricant to avoid attracting dirt. My favorite is Protect-All

Slide out Dry Lubricant. The wheels get a good cleaning with soap and

water, then some UV protectant on the tires and aluminum polish for

the mag wheels.

WINDOWS AND SLIDE SEALS

After a general clean with the soap and water, the windows get a wiping

with Windex glass cleaner. Then all the rubber seals for the windows

and slide outs get a coating of rubber conditioner such as Protect-

All slide-out rubber seal treatment. This is a good time to check bug

screens for holes and tears, window hardware functionality and inspect

the slide out seals.

OK, LET’S WAX THE BEAST

Waxing the RV is a huge task. Compared to a car it has a massive surface

area. So once a year I will do the job with a paste type, wipe on and buff

off type wax and then in between, I use an easier spray on and wipe off

express wax. I use a paste wax called RV, Boat & Aircraft Wax P-38-Q.

It’s a high-quality product and gives a long-lasting coat. The spray-on

wax variety I like is called Protect-All Surface Cleaner. It does a great

job fast. Both of these waxes have proved to be safe on my units decals

and plastics with no signs of fading in the four years I’ve had the RV.
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For application and buffing, I prefer to use some soft clothes versus

an electric buffer. My unit has a Filon type coating and I’m not 100%

sure if it could be damaged by too aggressive of buffing so I err on the

side of caution. The front fiberglass cap as mentioned before gets some

extra attention, usually 2 or 3 coats to make it super slick. I find while

waxing it’s a great time to have a detailed inspection of all the areas of

the RV surface and seams for any problems that may be missed with a

quick look. Because everything is freshly clean it makes it easy to spot

that little crack in sealant or loose trim, allowing me to nip a potential

problem in the bud.

ADMIRE YOUR GREAT JOB!

There, what a beautiful RV. It is now time to crack open your favorite

beverage and sit back and admire that gleaming rig. Best to let it all soak

in quick because that next rain, dust storm or mud covered adventure is

on its way. Generally the dirtier the RV gets the more fun your having.

Cheers, Ray.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/wash-

wax-and-detail-the-rv/
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CHAPTER 14.

LUBING MY FIFTH WHEEL TRAILER

HOW I LUBRICATE MY FIFTH WHEEL TRAILER

Usually twice a year I will go through the fifth wheel mechanisms and

give them a good lubrication. I find that lubing my fifth wheel trailer

and hitch regularly really helps it perform better for me. Everything

works smoothly and as it should. Keeping the moving parts properly

lubricated also prevents wear and reduces the chances of breakdowns.

Several of the trailers mechanical systems are driven by electric motors.

If you let things start to stick and bind these motors have to work much

harder and are more likely to fail. Like they say, an ounce of prevention

is worth a pound of cure.

Note: I am not a certified RV Technician, just an owner. The following

information is my own opinion and descriptions of what I do
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personally on my own trailer. Be sure to consult an RV professional

or the manufactures manual for proper lubrication products and

procedures for your particular RV. – Ray

THE HITCH AND KINGPIN

First I pull the hitch out of the truck bed so it is easier to work on and

get to the underside mechanisms. I start by giving it a good clean up

with a wire brush to remove any debris and old lubricants. Next I will

wash it and visually inspect it for cracks or worn parts. I then spray

down all the moving parts with white lithium grease. The type I use

goes on wet, coating the mechanisms in a protective layer, then dries.

This is important as you don’t want a lubricant that remains wet and

will pick up dirt and debris. I also use the lithium grease on my hitch

bed rails, giving them a quick wipe down with it.

The only spot I use different grease is right in the hitches jaws where

the kingpin mates up. At this spot I will use a few squirt of axle bearing

grease. Because this type of grease can pick up dust and dirt I inspect it

and change it more often. I use a plastic Lube Plate instead of any grease

on the top mating surface and will give it a quick check over and replace

if needed. If you don’t have a lube plate I highly recommend them.

SLIDE OUT ROOM

There are many varieties of slide outs used on RVs, I can only speak to

the one I have on my Keystone Cougar trailer. It is a common electric

powered slide using a pair of toothed rails and a round cylinder shaped

rod. The manual actually says the slide doesn’t require lubrication, but I
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like to use a product called Protect All Slide-Out Dry Lube anyway. This

lube helps protect the metal gears from corrosion and I think makes

the slide work a little smoother. Two other things I do to help the slide

out run smooth are waxing the black plastic underside and cleaning and

treating the slide rubber wiper seals. As for the round metal actuator, I

just make sure it is nice and clean and maybe wipe on a little silicone

lube but not much. Anything to help the electric slide motor run easier

is a good thing in my book.

REAR STABILIZER JACKS

My rear jacks are the scissor type with a long worm gear. I clean them

off with a wire brush and give them a good hose down. This is a good

time to check for loose nuts/bolts and visually inspect for damage.

Then I apply the same Protect All lubricant that I used on the slide out

rails. My jacks are the manual crank variety so I picked up a special

socket that attaches it to my cordless drill. Using the drill, I run the jacks

up and down a few times to work in the lube.
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FRONT POWER JACKS

The trailer came equipped with electric power jacks on the front. It’s a

pretty simple system with an electric motor, some gearing and square

landing legs. Most of the gearing is sealed and doesn’t need lubricants.

I do add a few squirts of bearing grease to the bevel gears on the top

of each landing leg pillar and work it in with my fingers. Then I spray

some of the dry lithium grease onto the end points of the rotating

crossbar. I finish the job by cleaning and lubing the legs and landing

feet. Extend them close to the maximum and then use the dry lithium

grease on them.

ROOF TOP TV ANTENNA

Our rig has the standard Winegard batwing style, hand crank TV

antenna. The manual states to lubricate it twice a year with silicone

spray. It is important to use silicone spray because the crank shaft has

a rubber O-ring seal in it. Silicone is safe on rubber and will lubricate

the O-ring. Other types of lubricants may damage the rubber seal and

cause possible leaks when it rains hard. It takes a few trips to the roof

and back but it gives you a chance to check the sealant up there anyway.

Lubricate rubber quad ring on elevating shaft which is below worm gear with

silicone spray lubricant at least twice yearly. This will keep quad ring from

becoming brittle which could result in leaks down elevating shaft. Refer to page 7
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for removing worm gear assembly. Item #7 on parts explosion. – Winegard User

Manual — http://www.winegard.com/kbase/upload/2452013.pdf

POWER AWNING

I love our power awning, it’s a great feature. To keep it functioning

well I clean all the arm pieces and then spray some of the dry lithium

lubricant into the joints and height adjustments. I then cycle it in and

out several times and wipe off any excess lube.
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TRAILER WHEEL BEARINGS

Most RV service centers and axle manufacturers recommend servicing

the trailer wheel bearings every year or 12,000 miles. I stretch it out to

about every two years. At that time, I take it in and have the local RV

service department do it for me. It’s a pretty messy job and not one I

want to be doing in the campground. I have them repack/inspect the

bearings, replace the seals, check and adjust the brakes. I do pull off my

wheels every 6 months and while checking the brakes see if any grease

has leaked out past the rear seal. I will also pull the rubber cap and have

a look at the axle end to see if the grease there looks OK and not missing

or burnt looking.

My axles actually have some EZ-Lube grease fittings on them and I will

add a few extra pumps of fresh grease into them while spinning the

wheel. I make sure to use the same type of bearing grease that is already

in there. Finally after every tow and during rest stop breaks I habitually

check the temperature of the wheel hubs and tires. After a while, you

get to know what normal temps are and hopefully will be alerted to a

bearing or tire failure. A great way to check is with a handheld Infrared

Thermometer.

MISCELLANEOUS LOCKS, SLIDERS, AND HINGES

Now that I have done all the hard work I grab myself a beverage and

wander around the rig lubing any hinges, locks and sliding surfaces I

come across. Mostly I use the dry lithium spray unless there is rubber or

plastic near the mechanism then I prefer the silicone. Things I lube are

the storage bay hinge, lock and turn knobs, HW heater flap hardware

and all the entrance door hardware and locks. Inside I’ll add a bit of lube

on any squeaky or tight door hinge and drawer sliders.
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CONCLUSION

Well there you go, that’s my methods and products I employ in lubing

my fifth wheel trailer. This is what works for me and keeps everything

running smooth and trouble free. It seems like a lot of work but really

it takes only a few hours twice a year and can really pay back in longer

life for the RV and less mechanical breakdowns.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/lubing-

my-fifth-wheel-trailer/
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CHAPTER 15.

MAINTAINING AND TESTING MY RV BATTERIES

OUR RV BATTERIES

All the batteries in our rig are of the lead-acid (wet cell) variety. There

are other types commonly used in RV nowadays such as Gel Cell, AGM

(Absorbed Glass Mat) and even Lithium Ion. This article will only deal

with my lead acid type which are generally cheaper but require a little

more on the maintenance side of things.

My Keystone Cougar fifth wheel trailer came new from the dealer with

a single 12-volt deep cycle type battery. Because we enjoying spending

time off the grid I installed an additional pair of higher capacity 6-volt

golf cart batteries to use when boondocking. Also, our big Ford diesel

truck is equipped with a pair of large 12-volt automotive starting

batteries.
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That’s 5 lead acid batteries in total to keep maintained and operating in

tip-top condition. It doesn’t take too much neglect to seriously lower

your batteries performance. Things like corroded terminals and low

fluid levels can have a dramatic effect. Luckily maintenance is very

simple, you just need to take a few precautions because are dealing with

very corrosive sulfuric acid.

MAINTAINING MY RV BATTERIES

Every month or two there are several checks I perform on all my batteries.

Is the battery casing bulged, discolored or cracked?

The first thing to check is the physical appearance. If I see any cracking

or bulging out of the plastic casing I would be replacing the battery.

Likely something is internally wrong with it and it definitely is not

worth having it leak in your engine compartment or RV storage bay.

Are the terminal connectors tight and clean of any corrosion?
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If not I will remove the wiring and clean the battery posts and wire

connector lugs. Wire brushes work well for this as well as a mixture

of baking soda and water. There are also many commercial terminal

battery cleaners and sprays on the market.

To prevent future corrosion, you can coat the exposed metal positive/

negative connector surfaces with a thin layer dielectric grease. A fellow

RVer friend of mine highly recommends a product called Fluid Film.

Most auto stores will have something similar or in the past I have even

used good old Vaseline. Anything that is not conductive and stops air

and moisture from reaching the metal should work.

Does the battery have proper fluid levels?

This maintenance is the most often overlooked and causes many of

the failures in RV lead-acid batteries. Over time, a battery can lose

fluid through outgassing. On the battery top, you’ll find removable caps

allowing you to check the battery fluid and top up with distilled water.
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The fluid level must always remain above the lead plates inside the

battery to prevent damage.

It takes a little peeking down the holes with a flashlight to see the lead

plates. The proper level on most battery brands is about a 1/8 of an inch

before plastic fill hole wall starts. Usually an inch or so from the battery

top. This gives room for expansion without overflowing.

For topping up the batteries, you must use mineral-free distilled type

water only. I like to use a turkey baster instead of a funnel to aid in

filling. The baster allows me to be very precise in how much water I

add. If during filling or testing my batteries I accidentally splash any of

the battery fluids I use the baking soda/water mix with a paper towel

to neutralize it. Then wipe away the excess liquid.
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TESTING MY RV BATTERIES

I test my RV Batteries in two ways. One with a digital voltmeter and two

with what is called a hydrometer.

The state of charge of a lead-acid battery can be estimated from the density of

the sulfuric acid solution used as electrolyte. A hydrometer calibrated to read

specific gravity relative to water at 60 degrees Fahrenheit is a standard tool

for servicing automobile batteries. Tables are used to correct the reading to the

standard temperature. – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Hydrometer#Battery_hydrometer

Prepping the Batteries for Test

Before performing the voltage and hydrometer tests the batteries need

to be fully charged, then disconnected and let sit for at least several

hours. Then connected to a load and run for a few minutes to remove
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any surface charge. I usually just run my trailer water pump or turn on

my truck lights. Once these steps are taken the battery is ready for an

accurate test.

Voltage Test

This test is very easy, just place the leads on the positive and negative

terminals and have the multimeter set to DC volts. Based on the reading

you can determine the state of charge. A fully charged 12-volt battery

will read around 12.6 – 12.8 volts, half that for a 6-volt battery.

Hydrometer Battery Test

This test is also very simple but a bit messy and can be dangerous

because you are dealing with the highly corrosive battery fluids. You

first carefully remove the battery filler caps trying not splash any of

the battery fluid around. Then dip the hydrometer in sucking up a

test sample. I usually do it a few times to get an accurate reading. The

hydrometer will measure the specific gravity of the battery fluid to

determine if the mix of sulfuric acid and water is right.
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The hydrometer will have a series of lines and numbered/colored

graphs showing the charge level. The beauty of the hydrometer is you

get to test individual cells versus the voltage test that only tests the

overall battery. I believe it is a more accurate way of testing the battery.

TIPS FOR WORKING WITH LEAD-ACID BATTERIES

Tips:
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• Wear disposable rubber gloves to protect your skin from the

corrosive acid.

• Remove jewelry and wear old clothes.

• Have some sort of type of eye protection – battery acid in the eye

sucks big time, mmkay.

• Mop up any splashed acid with paper towels and dispose of them in

a plastic bag.

• To neutralize battery acid spills use a mixture of baking soda and

water.

• Have a freshwater source handy in case you need to quickly flush

acid from skin or eyes.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/

maintaining-and-testing-my-rv-batteries/
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CHAPTER 16.

RV POWER AWNING SUPER EASY MAINTENANCE

HOW-TO

CLEANING THE AWNING THE EASY WAY

Our large 21 foot Dometic 9100 RV power awning is made out of vinyl

and has held up very well after 4 years of full-time RVing. I generally

clean it every few months by following the procedure outlined in the

owner’s manual.

The manual advises using a mixture of ¼ cup bleach, ¼ cup dishwashing

liquid added to 5 gallons of water. It then states to spray this solution

liberally all over the top of the awning and roll it back up. Wait about 5

minutes, unroll the awning and hose it off well with fresh water.

I have my own little method of doing this. I use a 1.5-gallon manual

pump garden sprayer filled with water and add about 1/8th cup of

bleach and 1/8th cup of Dawn dish soap. I give the open awning a good

hose off to remove any loose debris then spray the top side down with

my garden sprayer. I then roll her back up and wait 10 or 15 minutes.
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After finishing off my beverage of choice, I unroll the awning and give

it a really good rinse. You want to make sure all the bleach is gone or it

may damage the fabric threads holding the awning together. I may do

the cleaning procedure 2 or 3 times depending how dirty the awning is.

To complete the awning clean, I use something called Simple Green

spray cleaner. I use it to clean any stubborn stains that may be left over

and also clean the arm levers and slider mechanisms, then rinse again.
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LUBRICATING THE RV POWER AWNING

The owner’s manual for the 9100 Dometic power awning states to use a

silicone lubricant. I spray a silicone based lubricant into all the awning’s

arm joints and at each end of the long roller tube. I also apply the

lubricant to the adjuster thumb screw, slide groove and on the exposed

piston rod. I then open and close the awning multiple times to work the

lubricant in. Our Keystone Cougar remote comes in handy at this point

allowing me to relax my camp chair while hard at work maintaining the

rig.

PROTECTING MY VINYL RV AWNING

Once the awning is all clean and lubed I use a product called 303

Aerospace Protectant to finish things off. The 303 Aerospace Protectant

keeps the sun and elements from causing the awning vinyl to fade and

crack, extending its lifespan. To get at the hard to reach areas I use my

long RV washing brush with a chamois cloth wrapped around it.
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RV AWNING ROLLER BALL

When our awning is tilted to shed rain water our RVs entrance door

rubs on the awning when open. This creates a black streak on the

underside and could eventually cause permanent damage. So to prevent

that I’ve installed a neat little gadget called an Awning Roller Ball from

Camco. It attaches to the door with two screws and on the end has a

slick round plastic ball that glides across the awning fabric instead of

the metal door edge.
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FINAL ODDS AND ENDS

Now that the awning is whistle clean and shiny new looking it’s a good

time to inspect the hardware and tighten up any loose screws. I also

check the electrical connection for corrosion, the stitching and clean

out any debris that may have jammed up in the gutter above the awning.

Awing Failure Tip – I’ve always wondered what the heck I would do if
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the power awning one day failed and wouldn’t retract. Turns out there

are to possible courses of action if this happens to my Dometic 9100

awning.

1. On the arm closest to the trailer front end is a 12-volt wire

connection. You can unplug it and apply 12 volts from an external

supply or battery and see if it will fire up the motor. If it doesn’t

budge then go to option number two.

2. Attach an included strap to a groove in the long awning roller and

get a friend to hold onto it. Next unplug the power connector and

remove the two 5/32 hex key screws located on the awning tube

end closest to the front of the RV. The awning should roll up

manually. Then add back the two screws so you can travel with the

broken awning.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/rv-

power-awning-super-easy-maintenance-how-to/
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CHAPTER 17.

FIFTH WHEEL TRAVEL TRAILER TIRE TIPS AND

ADVICE

Some of the most often ask questions I get from readers of Love Your

RV! are regarding trailer tires. Things like “What brand do you use?” “How

old is too old?” “How much PSI do you inflate to?“, etc. I’ve always been

leery of writing a tire advice post since they are such a critical part of

safety and I’m frankly no expert on the subject. The issue always stirs

up passionate debates on web forums. You’ll find many varying staunch

opinions.

However, there seems to be considerable interest in the subject,

particularly from new trailer owners. So, I’ve decided to sit down and

write a comprehensive blog post to share with folks. In it, I’ll detail what

type of tires I’ve used and tips/advice to hopefully avoid the dreaded

blowout.

I’m happy to say in my six years of full-time RVing and over 60,000

miles towed I’ve never had a flat or blowout to a trailer tire. Smart or

just plain lucky? Likely both, I don’t know but knock on wood!
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WHAT BRAND OF TRAILER TIRES DO I RUN?

Our fifth wheel is a 2011 Keystone Cougar with a GVWR of 10,400

lbs. It came new from the dealer with 4 Power King Towmaxx STR

tires model ST225/75R15 Load Range D (8 Ply). We used them to

circumnavigate the US and Canada during our first year without issue.

So when the time came to swap them out after around 15,000 miles due

to worn down tread, I replaced them with the same brand.
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One important change I did make was to move up a load range from D

to E. This gave me two extra plys and upped the max PSI from 65 to

80. I noticed a large difference with stiffer sidewalls reducing tire bulge.

Towing seemed smoother especially when cornering and I gain extra

load capacity. I believe this has been the best thing I’ve done to lessen

my chances of a damaged tire or blowout.

The second set of Towmaxx tires lasted nearly 20,000 miles. When the

time came to replace them, I wasn’t near any Towmaxx dealers so

ended up on the advice of a tire tech installing a set of Saffiro tires with

the same specs. He told me the local ranchers had good luck with them.

They performed well for me for another 20,000 miles before the tread

wore down again.

Just last month it was time once again to purchase new tires. We were

headed back home from snowbirding down south and would be facing

a lot of rough roads on the long return journey. My timing was perfect

as Goodyear just released a new tire called the Endurance. At $560 for

all four including installation, it was right in our budget.

Two things excite me about this particular tire. Goodyear makes them

in the good old USA, and they have a max speed rating of 87 MPH. My

previous tires were out of China and had a max speed rating of 65 MPH.

So far so good, I put them to the test on the way home on some rough
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California freeways and the often twisty highway 101 up the west coast.

They performed well, smooth towing with no loss of air the whole trip.

TRAILER TIRE TIPS

The following are the key tips I’ve learned over the years to keep our trailer tires

rolling without failures.

Proper Inflation and Inspection – Before every towing trip I quickly

check the PSI of each tire and inspect them for damage. The sticker on

the trailer recommends 65 PSI cold tire pressure meaning measured the

morning before travel. When I moved up to an E load range tire, I had

a decision to make. The E tire had a higher max PSI rating. Some folks

say always run tires at max PSI while others say inflate tires for the load

they are carrying.
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After consulting with several tire technicians, I decided to inflate my

new tires to 72 PSI. It would be more than enough to carry the load and

provide an extra range of safety in case of minor air loss, hot weather,

or elevation changes.

Link to more info on how temperature and altitude affects tire pressure

from Tirerack.com

5,000-foot level (where an atmospheric pressure of only 12.2 pounds per

square inch is the ambient pressure) would indicate about 2-3 psi higher

than at sea level

Tire pressures change about 1 psi for every 10° Fahrenheit change in

ambient temperature

Another thing to consider when setting inflation is how the tire will

contact the road. Over inflated and it will wear faster in the center and

under inflated it will wear faster on the edges. Neither is good as you

want the maximum amount of tread contacting the road. I’ve heard

some folks using a piece of masking tape across the tire and a short

drive as a quick check.
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Level Trailer and Loads – Even though the tires are rated to carry a

trailers max load there is more to consider. If a trailer is nose high or

nose low, weight will be shifted more to one set of tires. Same applies if

the trailer is overloaded in one area compared to another. Try to have

the truck and trailer setup as level as possible and store heavy items

evenly throughout the rig.

For example: Say you have a trailer loaded close to its max GVWR (not

that uncommon). Then tow it excessively nose-high with a bunch of

heavy items on the rear bumper you could easily be overloading the

capacity of the rear two tires. Add to that a big difference in side to side

weight and one tire could be severely overloaded.

Don’t Hit Curbs – I see it all the time, trailer towers cutting corners

too sharp and running over curbs. Many times you barely feel it in the

truck, but with a bit of speed, a tremendous amount of force is applied

to the tires. If one or more of the internal steel belts is damaged, it may

not show up right away but could lead to a blowout many miles later.

Slow Down – Most ST (Special Trailer) tires on the market have a

maximum speed rating of 65 MPH. However, I routinely see RVers

blasting by me on highways doing 75+. Exceeding the speed rating for

extended periods can lead to overheating and failure. Often I see these

folks later on down the road pulled off to the side wondering why they

got a flat. Guess they didn’t save much time after all.
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Check For Overheating – Spotting a failing tire before it blows is of

course preferable. One way to prevent some failures is monitoring the

temperature of the tire looking for changes. Every time we stop I do a

quick feel of each tire and wheel looking for anything abnormal. You

will find the tires on the sunny side a fair bit warmer but should be even

with each other. Never should things be too hot to touch.

A handy device for quick (without dirtying your hands) testing is an

inexpensive infrared temperature gun. (See the blog post for many

other uses around the RV)

Rotate, Balance and Metal Stems – I always have my new trailer tires

balanced and have them install new metal filler stems. About half way

through the life of the tire I have them rotated front to back to even out

the wear.

When to Replace Tires – I replace mine when the tread wears down

to somewhere between 4/32 and 2/32 of an inch. Trailer tires aren’t

steering or powered so they can have a bit more wear on them.

Inexpensive tire tread gauges are the best way to measure although

you can find many tread depth tips that use a coin. My new Goodyear

Endurance tires have a built-in tread wear marker.

Conventional wisdom suggests replacing ST trailer tires every 5-7 years

even if they look great with lots of tread on them. Tires can rot out from

the inside without showing. If rotted like that when they blow they tend
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to peel apart and do significant damage to the wheel well area. In my

mind, it’s just not worth the risk.

Checking Tire Age – Tires are not always sold right away, so it’s smart

to check the DOT code. A quick google search will reveal several sites

detailing how to find a tire’s age. Finding the Tires Data

Code Basically, you read the last four numbers – The first two digits

are the week of manufacture, and the last two digits are the year. As an

example here is a trailer tire DOT code showing made in the 18th week

of 2014

Long Term Parking – This is a subject I’m not overly familiar with,

so I’m going off what I’ve heard others advising. Most say to cover the

tires to protect from UV sun damage. Don’t have tires touching cement

or asphalt, place wood boards under them. Rotate every few weeks to

prevent flat spots from developing. Some even say to put the trailer on

blocks and remove the tires and store inside.

Install a TPMS – This final tip is one I’m seriously considering before

we head out on our next extended RV adventure. A quality wireless Tire

Pressure Monitoring System is pricey but I feel may be worth the cost.

I’ve heard of too many tire failure horror stories. It seems the damage is

rarely isolated to just the tire so the repair costs can add up big time.
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ST VERSUS LT TIRES FOR TRAILERS

Some trailer owners decide to swap out their “Special Trailer” tires for

“Light Truck” tires. Myself I’ve always stuck with ST tires, they have

performed well for me, but I can see why a person would change over.

LT tires generally have a higher speed rating, longer tread life, and a

much better selection to chose from, especially for heavy trailers.

However, ST tires are specifically designed for the forces trailers put

on tires. They have thicker sidewalls and a higher load capacity. When

backing a tandem axle trailer in a tight turn a significant amount of

sideways force is put on the tires.

I’ve heard some trailer owners that switch over to LT tires have to

also change to a larger wheel size. My advice, if considering the move

is to do a Google search for “LT versus ST tires” and read over the

reams of information and opinions. Then talk is over with a trusted

tire shop. Also, keep in mind changing over could have implications for

warranties or insurance.

CONCLUSION

Like I said up front, I’m no expert here so take what I say with a grain

of salt. Do some research. Most tire manufacturers and tire dealers put

out their own FAQs and tips. If anyone has more tips or advice to add

or feels I’ve said something off base in this article feel free to contact

me. I’m always up for learning more especially since my home rides on

these tires. Cheers! Ray

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/fifth-

wheel-travel-trailer-tire-tips/
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CHAPTER 18.

FIFTH WHEEL POWER LANDING JACK LEG

LUBRICATION

A few years ago one of our Keystone Cougar fifth wheel landing legs

completely failed. The leg no longer went up or down and couldn’t

support any weight. It ended up being a stripped collar nut in which the

worm gear threads. We were on the road at the time, but I was able to

order in replacement legs and do the repair myself.

I never figured out exactly why the nut failed, but one theory was a

lack of sufficient lubrication. So, to help prevent failures and extend

the life of the new landing legs I’ve decided to make sure they are well

lubricated. This summer would be a good time to pull the legs, inspect

and re-lube them.

REMOVING THE FIFTH WHEEL LANDING JACKS

Lucky for me removing the landing legs is relatively straightforward on

my Cougar fifth wheel. First I have to remove the landing foot hardware

and unbolt the inner extension legs spring locking mechanism.
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Next, I unbolt the cross member that ties the lead and follow legs

together. The lead landing leg is located on the driver side of the trailer

and the follow leg on the passenger side. The only difference between

the two is a longer shaft on the lead to accommodate the drive motor

and gearbox.

Then, I needed to remove two larger bolts that hold the landing leg to

the fifth wheels inner frame. For the lead leg, an extra step is required. A

small plastic collar gets removed and the gearbox and drive motor slide
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off the landing legs drive shaft. Once all the hardware is unbolted, the

landing legs simply slide out the top.

LUBING THE FIFTH WHEEL LANDING LEGS

My primary concern is to get lubrication all over the long worm gear

shaft that sits inside the leg. It’s like a giant screw. The solution I came

up with is to take a 1 1/4 inch piece of plastic irrigation pipe and cut it in

half lengthwise. Then coat the inside with bearing grease. The halfpipe

fits inside the leg and wraps around the worm gear allowing me to coat

it well with grease.
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Another location that needs attention is at the top of the landing leg

where the input drive shaft and beveled gears are located. They are

easily accessed by popping of a metal cap. I removed the old grease and

pumped in a fresh batch packing it all around the gears and shaft.

To finish the lube job I took a can of silicone spray lubricant and wiped
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down the inner extension leg and sprayed some into the drive shaft

bearings. While things were apart, it was also a good time to clean and

lubricate the legs extension lock mechanism.

To test the leg for smooth operation and work the grease in I used

my 1/2 cordless drill and ran the leg in and out several times. Before

reinstalling, I carefully retracted the legs in as much as they would go,

backed them off a slight amount and marked the legs inner portion with

a red sharpie. The red line will give me a guideline for max retraction.

Many times landing legs are damaged by over retracting.

I reinstalled the legs by reversing my steps and was good to go with a

set of smooth operating front landing jacks.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/fifth-

wheel-power-landing-jack-leg-lubrication/
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CHAPTER 19.

GETTING THE RIG READY FOR OUR SNOWBIRD

TRIP

In my last blog post, I told you how we prepare for our annual snowbird

adventures down south. I thought I would go into a little more detail on

prepping our rig for the upcoming extended journey.

While summering on Vancouver Island, BC we are for the most part

stationary. So before we hit the road again, I like to go through the

RV getting it ready. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

Fixing problems on the road is never any fun, so I like to have things in

tip top condition at departure.
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Orange Grove RV Park in Sunny California

The following is on my checklist of things to do:

UP ON THE ROOF

First, inspect the roof access ladder looking for cracks rungs and

hardware before climbing. Clean and condition entire roof and slide

out tops. Check for worn rubber seals and sealant along all seams.

Remove vent covers and inspect the sealant around all vents and

skylights. Remove the Air Conditioner cover and clean out the inside of

any dust and debris like leaves and twigs.

Test TV antenna mechanism and lubricate as needed. Check solar

panels make sure the mounting hardware isn’t coming loose, inspect the

wiring and clean the panel surfaces.

Note – Working on the roof can be dangerous. If at all in doubt hire

someone to do it for you.
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WASH AND WAX THE RIG

Wash the rig thoroughly and give it a fresh coat of quality wax. While

polishing it up, I can at the same time inspect all seams and external

hardware seals for deteriorating sealant and reseal as necessary.

Awnings

Open up the awning. Wash and condition the awning, test operation,

and lube hardware.

Outside Items

Have I stowed away all the things I’ll need for a fun snowbird season?

Have a look at the lawn chairs, outside rug, lights, barbecue, tables, fire

pits, etc. making sure they are still in good shape.

Windows
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Clean the windows inside and out and check for any leaks. Inspect the

rubber seals and window hardware. Make sure the window coverings

like blinds, screens or shades are functioning well.

TIRES, BRAKES, AND UNDERCARRIAGE

Make sure the tires are properly inflated and visually inspect the tread

and sidewalls for cracks and defects. If the tires are older than 5-7 years,

it is likely the time to replace them even if the tread still looks fine.

Check with your tire manufacturer. Many RV tire blowouts are caused

by tires rotted out from the inside. (How to find out tire age)

Test the brakes and service if required. Take a look underneath the rig

and visually inspect the suspension, frame, exhaust, etc. Look for any

corroded, damaged or loose components. Look for possible fluid leaks.

Have the wheel bearings inspected and repacked.

POWER SLIDES-OUTS AND JACKS

Clean and lubricate mechanisms as needed. Clean and condition the

rubber slide-out seals. Run the slides in and out a few times to make

sure they are operating smoothly. Test the power leveling jacks. Ensure

that you have the manual override wrenches stored away just in case.

PLUMBING

Check and Flush the Water Heater
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Open the external access panel. Visually inspect the wiring and

connectors looking for anything old, corroded or overheated. Make

sure there are no insect nests, leaves, cobwebs, etc. Open the drain and

give the insides a good flushing to remove any scale or debris in the

bottom of the tank. If you have a Suburban brand tank, it uses a special

anode rod and may need to be replaced depending on its condition. Put

in drain plug or anode rod, fill and test water heater operation. Make

sure there aren’t any leaks and the water is heating properly.

Sanitize Plumbing

You can use a commercial product, vinegar or my favorite good old

household bleach. Add about a ½ cup or so of bleach to the fresh water

tank then fill it right up. Then turn on the water pump and let it pump

briefly through all the lines. Next, let it sit in there at least a day. Next,

run the whole tank through all taps, toilet, and shower filling the waste

tanks. Refill tank and run it through again. This will give your onboard

water pump a good test and flush out the lines.

Fixtures

Check operation of all the RVs faucets and the toilet flush mechanism.

Look underneath cabinets and behind access panels and make sure

there are no leaks from the drains and piping. Add a little baking soda

to each drain to freshen it up.

Black Tank Flush
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Use built in black tank flush or flushing wand placed down the toilet

to clean out the black tank well. Test out the waste tank waste valves

and make sure the seals aren’t leaking. When sitting for so long and not

getting the benefit of motion to help clean the RV waste tanks they can

get pretty mucked up so before we depart I add some extra tank cleaner

and give them several full flushes. This is also a good time to inspect the

sewer hose and hardware for any cracks or potential problems.

ELECTRICAL

Batteries

Make sure batteries are in good condition physically and capable of

holding the proper charge, using a tool such as a hydrometer. Check

terminals and wire connections for corrosion and clean if required. If

you are using a wet cell type battery, open the caps and check water

levels, adding more distilled water if necessary. (Lead-acid battery

maintenance tips)

AC Power System

Plug the RV in and check all power outlets and that the batteries are

being charged. Check solar system and inverter making sure they are

performing well.

Lighting

Go through the rig’s interior and check that all the lighting is

functioning, replace burnt out lamps as needed. Hookup tow vehicle
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and make sure the headlamps, all the marker lights, and signals are

working. Check lighting in storage bays, water hookup area, and

emergency flashlights, road hazard flashers, etc.

Appliances

Test that rigs appliances are in good working order. Make sure that the

fridge is cooling well in both LP gas and electric modes. Test the TV,

Stereo, Furnace, Air Conditioner, Microwave, Gas Oven, Electric Fans,

etc.

TRUCK MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

The truck is my number one priority. If the truck doesn’t go, we and our

trailer are dead in the water. A few weeks before departure the truck

heads to the mechanic for an oil change and anything else maintenance

wise that is due. I also pay for a full inspection just in case there is

anything wrong that I have missed. I’d rather spend a little money for

the piece of mind and not be stuck on the side of a highway.

Check torque on all large nuts and bolts on truck and trailer, especially

the tire lug nuts, hitch, and pin box.

CLEAN INTERIOR

Wash floors, cabinets and walls. Clean fridge and freezer and rubber

door seals. Give the rig a good vacuuming including inside the furnace

floor vents. Wash and disinfect the sinks, toilet, and shower. Clean

window coverings such as blinds or day/night shades. Also, make sure

they are operating well with no broken strings.

Clean the oven and around stove elements. Open all cupboards,

drawers, and cabinets and inspect for signs of rodent or insect activity.

HINGES, LOCKS, AND DOORS

Look at all the interior cupboard, drawers and cabinet doors and
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tighten any loose hinges, handles, etc. Apply fresh lubricant to all

exterior storage bay and entrance door hinges and locks. Make sure

they all work smoothly. Go around the RV and tighten any loose screws

and small nuts and bolts.

SAFETY!

Check smoke alarms, CO detector, propane leak detector and fire

extinguishers. Replace batteries or entire units when needed. Have the

RVs propane system inspected, lines, igniters, tanks, etc. Replace any

worn hoses, hardware and out of date LP gas tanks. Open the external

RV refrigerator panel and remove any loose debris that may be present

such as bird nests, insect nests, leaves, etc. (RV Fire Safety Tips)

PURGE THE WEIGHT

As you full time in your RV, you tend to collect things and slowly the

RV gets more and more packed with stuff. This stuff bit by bit adds a

surprising amount of weight to the RV. Usually, when passing through

Oregon, I stop at one of many free roadside weigh stations and check

our truck and trailer weight.

Each fall before departure we pull everything out of the storage bays

and cupboards and made some serious decisions on what we really

need. Anything that we haven’t used in the last year can go, short of

safety equipment of course. Afterward, our rig weight is down, and

things are nicely organized.
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A few other quick things I do:

-Defrost refrigerator

-Wax front fiberglass cap real well – really helps ease bug removal

-Steam clean the RV carpet and upholstery

-Lubricate the hitch

-Run the generators for an hour or so

-Clean the barbecue

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/getting-

rig-ready-snowbird-trip/
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PART IV.

TOWING TIPS



CHAPTER 20.

FIFTH WHEEL TRAVEL TRAILER TOWING TIPS

I am very happy that after roughly 50,000 miles and over 4 years of fifth

wheel trailer towing I have never damaged the trailer, had a blowout,

ran out of fuel or have been stuck.

I started out as a complete newbie, never having towed a thing in my

life. The first thing I did was off to the nearest big open parking area

and practice, practice, practice! The first few times out, I have to admit,

were little nerve wrecking but as I got more and more hours under my

belt everything became easier.

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!

This has to be the all-time best tip you can get. You can read all the

information you want but the only way to truly learn is by doing it over

and over. It’s how you learned to drive your car, right? Take some cones

and mark out pretend scenarios like backing into a campsite, turning

through some tight corners, etc.

Learn how your rig reacts and how long it takes the trailer to turn and

how much extra room it takes. This is also a good time to get a feel for

the braking. Towing a trailer makes the stopping distance greater and

the braking practice will give you a sense of how much distance is going

to be a safe distance to stop.
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RESPECT THE WEIGHT

One thing you have to appreciate is how much mass you are moving

around. With the trailer hooked up your movements must be slow,

steady and deliberate. If you perform any jerky movements you’re not

going to be able to correct the motion the same way as in a car. I see this

issue all the time on the freeway when folks pulling trailers do a jerky

quick lane change and then spend 10 seconds trying to get the trailer to

stop fishtailing.

When braking, remember that even though you may have electric

trailer brakes they won`t stop on a dime. Always give plenty of space in

front in case a panic stop takes place ahead. I have had more than one

occasion where I rounded a corner only to find a line of dead stopped

cars waiting in a construction zone.

HITCHING AND UNHITCHING

This can be a little different depending on the type of hitch you have but

here are a few basic tips.
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1. Make sure the tailgate is down! Seen all those trucks with bashed

up tailgates? Now, you can imagine why. Also on the flip side

when done make sure the tailgate is up or you will carve out a nice

hole in the front trailer cargo bay door.

2. Always attach the emergency brake cable, at least in the unlikely

event the trailer comes unhitched it will stop itself.

3. Before raising the front jacks too far and after hookup give the

trailer a tug test with the truck to make sure the hitch jaws are

fully engaged. That step can save your truck bed rails from getting

squished by a falling fifth wheel. This is a good time to check the

trailer brakes are working too.

4. Always chock your wheels even if the ground seems really flat, you

never know, better safe than sorry.

5. Don’t let people distract you while doing the hitch operations. Too

many bad things can happen if you forget something.

6. Keep the hitch lubed and clean. I use a round plastic type lube

plate on my pin and works great. Check the nut and bolt torque

settings every once in a while too

I have a routine for hitching and unhitching and do it the same every

time, that way it becomes second nature, and I’m less likely to forget

something. Just before departure, my wife goes through our checklist

and I confirm the tasks were done.

NO DISTRACTIONS

When your towing it is your responsibility to have complete attention

on the truck, trailer, and road. Don’t be chatting on the phone, playing
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with the radio, trying to read the map, etc. Unlike a car, your recovery

and reaction time is limited due to the weight and size of the rig. Every

second will count if an emergency maneuver is required.

I won`t even let Anne play a podcast while we drive unless we are on a

very wide open expressway with little traffic or she uses headphones. I

like to listen to all the noises and sounds so if anything sounds different

I’ll know. Hearing a tire hissing or axle bearing squealing early can

mean the difference between slowly pulling over or frantically trying to

maintain control.

Tow mirrors

MIRRORS, USE THEM!

Mirrors are your best friend when towing. Make sure you set yourself

up with ones big enough and far out from the vehicle enough to see all

the way down the trailer side to the back. My mirrors are set so I can

see the trailer walls and the tires. This way I can see if a tire is running

low or worse is blown. The next thing to do is add blind spot fish eye

type mirrors as an add-on. With these, you can see vehicles that sneak

up beside you, your trailer roofline and they are an aid when backing

up the trailer. Always keep your mirrors as clean as you can and check

them often to watch what’s happening behind you.
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CORNERING

The fifth wheel is going to demand some extra care and attention when

taking sharp corners. When you take the corner the trailer is going to

track a path inside that of your tow vehicle. How much depends on the

length and it is something that is important to get to know. The more

you practice the better feel you’ll have as to how wide of a turn you

need. During the turn take it slow and check your mirror to make sure

the trailer is clearing the corner.

Also, keep in mind the back-end of the trailer will swing wider than

the tow vehicle path so allow space for this. Very important in tight

campgrounds where I’ve been witness to many small crunches to

people’s trailer sides as they scrape an obstacle such as a tree or post.

Worse yet the electrical pedestal or water tap!

PLAN YOUR ROUTE

This can save you much time and aggravation. When you are touring

around in a car it’s so easy to turn around, attain fuel, and deal with any

type of roadway. Not so much when your 40–65 feet long and 12-14

feet high. Always plan ahead and know where you’re going with the

trailer before departing. Some of the websites I use to check on weather,

routes, and campsites are listed in this blog post. It is important to

know the terrain you’ll be towing through, is it hilly? too curvy? rough

road? etc. Where are the easy in and out fuel stops. Nothing worse than

being in some unknown town with low fuel trying to jam yourself into

a tight situation to refuel.

Cities take extra planning such as knowing when rush hour might

be, what’s the bypass route and if they have tolls. The internet is a

wonderful resource and if in doubt about the routing go to one of the

many good forums like RV.net, IRV2.com, RVForum.net and just ask.

You’ll usually get a boatload of information back from folks that have

done the same route or have intimate local knowledge.
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PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR TIRES

A big problem fifth wheel and travel trailers may face is tire blowouts.

All the weight and stress eventually is on the little patch of rubber

meeting the road. I watch my tires like a hawk. Before every tow, I check

the pressure, lug nut torque, visually inspect the sidewall and treads.

Whenever stopped for a rest break I feel the tires for overheating along

with the bearings. A handheld infrared temperature gun is also a great

tool for this.

Many people invest in a tire pressure monitoring system and it is on my

upgrade list. Replace your tires after 5-7 years whether they look like

they need it or not. Tires can look perfect but be rotten on the inside.

This is especially true if they sit for long periods of time without use.

For an extra margin of safety when I purchased my second set of tires, I

elected to upgrade them to a higher load range. Just a little extra piece of

mind as the OEM manufacturers are notorious for barely meeting the

safety requirements to save a dime.
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OUR GUSTY FRIEND WIND

I find the wind to be the biggest enemy to my fifth wheel trailer towing

experience. Being that the rig is near 13 feet high and box-shaped any

sort of wind has a dramatic effect. The worse scenario is on the big

Interstate highways when traveling among the tractor trailers. When it’s

really gusty and they are passing by you pushing a lot of air themselves

there is a push-pull effect that happens that you must be aware of. The

wind can also devastate fuel mileage and is hard on the truck trying to

pull the trailer through it, worse if you add hills into the equation.

So I always check the weather and tend to plan my towing days around

the wind. Many times I will leave a day early or a day late to get the

least wind. One time we were towing across South Dakota’s rolling hill

country into 30 mph winds I had enough and just pulled into a fancy

RV Resort to wait it out. May as well spend the money on a nice place

then diesel fuel spent to drag the trailer through a wall of wind. I find

traveling in anything above 25-30 mph of wind is no fun.
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BACKING IT UP

This can be the most intimidating part of fifth wheel ownership. The

dreaded backing into a campsite with the local peanut gallery watching.

• The first tip is to take your time, rushing it is only going to enhance

the chance of problems. Fifth wheels respond to your steering input

in a delayed manner, by going slow you have a better chance to

correct a miss guided path. It will help if you can pull a good distance

ahead before backing in to allow plenty of space for a gradual turn

into the spot.

• Second use a spotter always!! Also, have a good simple set of hand

signals and have the spotter always visible in your mirrors. A set of

two-way radios or cell phones for communication is another good

option.

• Third is GOAL. GOAL stands for “get out and look”. I will

sometimes do this twice or more if in doubt, no shame in looking.

It’s actually an acronym used by professional truckers.

• Fourth, look at your tires. I always watch the path the tires are taking

as that is where the trailer will go. If you watch the back of the trailer

it can get you out of line quickly as there is a large swing to the end

and doesn’t follow the same arc as the tires. When backing up don’t

forget about the front of the truck. It’s so easy to get wrapped up in

the looking back you crash into something right in front of yourself.

• Finally always look up and have your spotter look up. It is easy to

forget how high the rigs are. A low tree limb can ruin your camping

trip.
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TAKE YOUR TIME

Traveling in the RV is not a race. It is meant to be enjoyable. Make sure

you don’t overdo the mileage. I tend to stick to between 100-250 miles

as a nice distance in a day. I feel any longer than that and you start to

speed and get tired. Two really bad things on the highway. If you feel

tired at all pull over somewhere and take a nap, you have your house

with you after all. Instead of taking the fastest Interstate highway, try a

slower secondary road and you may discover interesting things or that

super cool off the beaten path camping spot.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/fifth-

wheel-travel-trailer-towing-tips/
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CHAPTER 21.

HOW I BACKUP A FIFTH WHEEL TRAILER

INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest fears I had when we first got our brand new Keystone

Cougar fifth-wheel trailer was how the heck would I back this huge

thing into the driveway and tight RV parks. I scoured the internet,

reading as much as I could find and asked anyone I knew that owned a

trailer for advice.

The best tip I ever got was from a guy at the RV lot when we picked it

up. He told me always take it slow and carefully watch how the trailer is

reacting. He said with a fifth wheel there is a bit of a delay from the time

you turn the steering wheel until the trailer starts to change its path.

If you are moving too fast it’s easy to oversteer and get the trailer way

off the desired path. Now several years later and after hundreds of

different RV sites I’ve become quite adept at backing up the rig. Below

you’ll find some tips I’ve learned and my method of how I back up a fifth

wheel trailer.

BACKING A FIFTH WHEEL TRAILER TIPS

• Turn the steering wheel in the opposite direction that you want the

trailer to go. Some folks like to place a hand at the bottom of the

steering wheel and move it in the direction they want the trailer to

turn towards.
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• Practice, Practice, Practice! There is no substitute for it. To learn

how your particular truck and rig move together you have to get out

there and do it. This way you will develop a feel for how the rig

reacts.

• Take your time. Get out and survey the situation. Plan how you want

to back the trailer in. Look for obstacles and move anything that is in

the way. Don’t forget to look up. Tree branches can ruin your day.

• Have a good spotter. My wife spots me and we have a simple but

very clear set of hand signals. We discuss our tactics so both know

how we want to perform the backing maneuvers. Also if I can’t see

her I don’t back up.

• Have clean and properly adjusted mirrors and use them. Make sure

you can see your spotter in your mirrors and monitor them every

few seconds.

• Pay attention to the front. It’s very easy to get all caught up in

backing and forget what is right in front of the truck. While the

trailer turns into the RV site your truck front end will be heading

away from it at the same time until you pass the middle point in the

turn.

• Ignore all the helpful bystanders they will usually only cause

confusion. Have one spotter you can trust. Folks are very well-

meaning but too many cooks ruin the meal.

• Try to always back into spots on the driver’s side. Backing into a spot

on the passenger side is called a blind back in and is more difficult,

due to limited visibility with the trailer blocking your vision.

• Push the fifth wheel. I find it helpful to think about backing the

trailer as pushing it with the truck. Like taking a fully loaded

shopping cart and pushing it around from the front end.

• Write this down and stick it on the dash – (GOAL) It stands for “Get

Out And Look” and is used by professional truck drivers. Never keep
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backing up if you’re unsure about something. I sometimes stop 3 or

4 times to look if it’s a difficult spot or ablindsidee back in.

HOW I BACKUP A FIFTH WHEEL TRAILER

Setting up into the Start Position

I usually place the trailer about a foot or two from the curb and drive

about 10 feet past the RV site I want to back into. This starting point

works well for my truck and trailer combination. A different length

trailer may need more or less room depending on how sharply it may

turn. By practicing in an empty parking lot, you can soon get an idea of

the radius your rig will follow and can adjust your starting point setup.

To begin I crank the truck wheel over as if I’m backing the truck up

the opposite direction of the RV site and check with my spotter who

ideally is positioned where I want the trailer to end up. She will give the

thumbs up if everything is clear and I begin to slowly back the rig.
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Setting the Jacked Position

Slowly the truck will push the front of the trailer away from the RV

site and its rear end will start to track towards it. Keep the trailer in

the jacked position until the trailer wheels are inside the RV site, at this

point you can turn the trucks steering wheel all the way in the opposite

direction and prepare to chase the trailer into the RV site.

Chase the Trailer

In the chase position, your truck wheels are turned toward the RV site

and it is like you are backing the truck into it following behind the

trailer. This is where some fine-tuning may be necessary to make sure

the trailer is tracking along the proper path. As you slowly back in

visualize a travel path of your trailer’s tires on an imaginary line to

where the spotter is standing, at the point you want the rig to end up.

Place your hand at the bottom of the steering wheel and make minor
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course corrections moving your hand in the direction you want the

trailer to go.

Remember there will be a lag period between the steering and when the

trailer reacts. This is why it is important to keep the corrections small

and back slowly. Check with the spotter and see if they feel the trailer is

tracking properly. They can give you hand signals pointing which way

the trailer needs to go, or thumbs up if you’re on the right track. Don’t

forget your front end.
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DIAGONAL METHOD

If there is a nice wide roadway in front of the RV site I prefer to set

up my rig with the rear end pointing into the site. This way I don’t

have to jack and pivot the trailer as much and it is easier on the tire

and suspension hardware. It requires a kind of an “S” maneuver on the

approach so you end up with the rig straight and pointing end in
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HOW NOT TO BACKUP A FIFTH WHEEL TRAILER

Setting the jack position too early or pulling ahead too far when setting

up the start position will cause the trailer to track towards the RV site

before it reaches the RV site entrance.

Setting the jack position too late and you’ll miss the RV site entrance.
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Starting from the middle of the road when the road is very narrow. You

will run out of room on the opposite side of the road.

Not beginning the chase early enough will cause a position later on

called the point of no return where no amount of correction will

straighten the rig in time. At this point pull forward and reset the angle.
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OUR HAND SIGNALS FOR THE SPOTTER

• Stop – Hand up palm facing the driver

• Direction – Arm straight out pointing left or right

• Pull Forward – Pointing motion straight at the driver

• Trailer needs more jack – Arms up in 90-degree angle from each

other

• Thumbs up – looking good, keep going

• Driver points up – spotter checks for any possible high obstacles

CONCLUSION

Everyone will back up a fifth wheel trailer a little differently and have

their unique tricks. These are the methods we have developed that suit

us and get the job done efficiently and safely. If you have any advice and

tips for backing a fifth wheel leave a comment below I’m sure new fifth

wheel RVers will appreciate them.

Finally don’t be worried about what other folks are thinking about

you’re back in. If you’re off track and know it, pull ahead, reset the angle
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and try again. Do this as many times as necessary. You’ll be better off

than trying to snake the rig and force it in. Sometimes I’ll pull forward

all the way to the starting position and do it all over again. The more

you practice, the better you’ll get and soon you will be safely backing in

the rig in one shot.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/back-

fifth-wheel-trailer/
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CHAPTER 22.

10 TIPS FOR DRIVING ON THE INTERSTATE

HIGHWAYS

During nearly 60,000 miles of towing the Fifth Wheel all over the

country, it’s been hard to avoid spending time driving on the Interstate

Highways. It’s not my favorite method of road travel, but sometimes

it’s a necessity when trying to get from point A to B in a timely fashion.

Some nice things about the Interstates is the relatively easy grades,

rarely above 6% and less curves. Also, most Interstate Highways are

loaded with services and great cell coverage.

Driving your RV on them is much different than a regular car or truck.

Here are some things I’ve learned that can help make driving an RV on

the Interstate highways a little more enjoyable and safe.

1) THE RIGHT LANE IS YOUR FRIEND

There a many advantages to staying in the far right lane while traveling

the highway. First of all it’s where the slower traffic like your RV is

expected to be, but it also allows you to see better behind you using the

driver’s side mirror and if you have an emergency and need to pull over

the shoulder is right there. The only time I leave the far right lane is

when moving through larger cities that have many on and off freeway

ramps with tons of merging traffic. Then I will pick one lane to the left

to avoid having to merge constantly with these vehicles.
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2) LEARN TO ANTICIPATE

Driving a big heavy rig you are at a disadvantage when braking and

accelerating compared to the cars around you. Most of the other

travelers, unless RV owners are unaware of our limitations and will

perform the most stupid maneuvers with blissful ignorance. Our job as

RV drivers is to be constantly anticipating the traffic all around us so

we can take action as soon as possible. IE. Because I need extra room

for braking I leave a fair distance in front of the rig but I’m always

on the lookout for another driver who will use that space for a quick

darting maneuver. Usually what happens is they want off the freeway at

a certain exit and will come from several lanes over and cut in front and

use that little gap I’m leaving to do a panic exit right in front of me.

One trick to anticipating the traffic slowing down is to keep an eye out

far ahead and watch for brake lights. If you see a bunch light up expect

to be needing to hit the brakes soon yourself.
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3) WATCH THE TRUCKERS

Truckers are generally the best and most experience Interstate drivers

out there. It pays for us heavy RV operators to observe what they do and

incorporate it into our driving habits. It is handy in large cities to notice

which lanes the bulk of the truck traffic is taking when navigating their

way through. Having driven through many times, they usually know

what is the best lanes to be in to move through in the safest and most

efficient manner. If you have a CB Radio on board you can listen to the

truckers chatter and pick up information on the road ahead. If there is

an accident or construction, they relay it back to other truckers on the

CB channels.

4) PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR REAR

Always take into account that there may be someone right behind you.

With the length of our RVs, it means the blind spot behind us can be

fairly large and it’s easy for a car to hide back there. For some reason,

there are drivers out there that like to tailgate large vehicles. Many new

RV’s are coming equipped with rear cameras which are great but for

those of us without always remember at any time someone may dart out

from behind you.
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5) MAKE SLOW DELIBERATE MOVEMENTS

While driving an RV on the Interstate highways it pays to make

movements like lane changes in a slow deliberate manner. Have your

signal light on well in advance and move over slowly. This gives the

other drivers a chance to correct themselves if they are darting out from

behind you or coming up upon you at a high rate of speed. Also when

you need to brake do it well in advance and slowly so that person that

may be tailgating you has a chance to see you are slowing down.

6) PLOT YOUR COURSE

This especially applies when navigating through large metropolitan

areas. Know what turns you need to make, what the exit numbers need

to be taken and which lane is best to be in well before you arrive there.

The worse thing to do is try and force yourself across several lanes of

traffic to get to an exit. One tip we use is to have a look at the roadway

from a satellite view. We are able to use our Ipad to see a bird’s eye view

of the highway and know ahead of time what the road pattern is for
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exits and by that information know the best lane to be in. This comes in

real handy when there is a left-hand lane exit versus the standard right-

hand variety.

7) BE WELL RESTED

Due to the volume of traffic the Interstates can be a very demanding

environment to drive an RV in. You need to have all your wits about

you and it takes sustained concentration to make your travels safe. It’s

just not worth saving time if you’re starting to get tired. Take a break! It

may save yours or another life. Bad things always seem to happen when

your tired and not paying full attention. This is why they have those

things called Rest Stops.

8) WATCH FOR DEBRIS

This is a biggy! Because the Interstates are so busy they tend to be full

of debris. A common threat is pieces of tires from blowouts on the big

rigs. Another is stuff fallen off vehicles like chairs and mattresses. This

is another reason it pays to be always anticipating and scanning far

ahead. It’s also another good reason to travel in the right lane next to
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the shoulder as then you have somewhere to go if you quickly need to

avoid an object.

9) AVOID BAD WEATHER

If it’s at all possible stay off the highways during poor weather.

Traveling at this time increases your risks dramatically. Why push

through during a driving rain storm when you can pull over and wait

it out. If the weather forecast is for snow, ice, extreme rain or fog I just

stay put and wait it out. When something goes wrong on an Interstate

during poor weather it usually is bad. We have all seen the news report

detailing the 100 or more vehicle pile ups and carnage involved. I use a

weather radio set to alert me if bad weather is approaching.

10) HAVE A WELL MAINTAINED RIG

This normally goes without saying, but I’ll repeat it here because things

failing on the Interstates have consequences that are magnified. Driving

down a two-lane rural road and having a tire blow out is a lot less

concerning than when moving through a packed eight-lane Interstate
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highway with huge transport trucks all around you and some sports car

jammed up your butt.

Anything you can do to decrease the likelihood of mechanical failures is

worth it. Make sure your tires are in excellent shape, properly inflated

and the lug nuts are tight. It’s also extremely important that all signal

and marker lights are functioning properly and your brakes are in

perfect shape.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/10-tips-

for-driving-an-rv-on-the-interstate-highways/
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CHAPTER 23.

AVOID OVERLOADING OF THE RV

RV OVERLOADING

It’s one of the easiest things to overlook as far as RV safety goes. RVs can

be substantially overloaded but not outwardly show it like a car or truck

when it is obvious the back end is riding low. So unless you weigh your

RV you may never know it may be dangerously overloaded and a safety

concern.

RVs leave the factory at a safe weight and most give plenty of extra

weight capacity for us to load them up with our stuff. But sometimes

over a period of time we add things and invent extra storage areas until

almost imperceptibly we have bypassed the safe weight.
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THINGS THAT CAUSE OVERLOADING OF THE RV

• Carrying too many tools – I fell into this trap myself. Since I like to

do most of my RV repairs and maintenance tasks myself I brought

along a crap load of tools and supplies. These types of things tend to

be very heavy and it doesn’t take much to easily add a few hundred

pounds on the rig. Now I’m much more selective and consider each

item carefully with its weight in mind.

• Adding Extra Batteries – The extra power sure is nice, but each

additional battery will add somewhere between 50 and 75 pounds,

so keep that in mind when building that battery bank. My 2 – 6 volt

batteries weigh in at 62 lbs. each so right there the rig gained 124 lbs.

when I upgraded the power.

• Generators – Another item many carry in the RV are generators and

will typically add 50 –100 pounds.

• Dishes and Kitchen Appliances – With the popularity of slide-outs

the newer RVs are providing more and more kitchen cupboard

space. It’s tempting to carry a lot of extra dishes and many more
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kitchen appliances like blenders, mixers, can openers, etc. But keep

in mind just because the manufacture has created extra space doesn’t

necessarily mean they adding any extra weight capacity.

• Canned Goods – It’s nice to stock up and not have to hit the grocery

or beverage store as much but canned goods, pop and beers are

heavy so you may want to limit the quantity stored on board.

• Books – Books and magazines can add up in weight quickly. every

so often donated them or get yourself an E-Reader device.

• Outside Stuff – Things like lawn chairs, barbecues, tables,

decorations, etc. also all add up. Weigh the pros and cons and decide

if the extra weight of an item is worth it. Do you really use it?

• Water – This is a big one! Every gallon of water on board weighs a

little over 8 pounds. When I fill up my 60-gallon freshwater tank I’m

adding an extra 500 pounds, give or take to the rig weight! If say I

also have full waste tanks, I could easily be carrying 1200 pounds of

water. Not that this is likely to take place but it gives you an idea of

how water can dramatically affect the weight and cause overloading

of the RV.

THE SPECS

You’ll find there is an alphabet soup of weights out there to consider.

Your main concern is to not be overloaded on any of your RV’s axles

or tires capacities. ChangingGears.com has a good write-up explaining

all the acronyms. I find the easiest thing to do is find a closed highway

weight station and see if the scale is on. Pull in with the RV fully loaded

and weight each axle, add them all together and you have the total

weight of the RV. Make sure you have the normal amount of humans

and pets on board as well as a full tank of fresh water to get an accurate

approximation of max weight.

To get the most accurate measurements, it’s worth it to have each of
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your rigs wheels weighed individually. You’ll find this service offered at

many RV rallies, shows and anywhere large numbers of RVs gather.

CONCLUSION

The problems caused by overloading of the RV can be very serious.

Overloading causes tire failures, excessive wear to the suspension and

frame, and can degrade the handling characteristics of the RV. It’s in an

RVers best interest to know the weight specs of the RV and keep under

the maximum by in my opinion 10-15% for a good margin of safety. A

bonus of keeping a lean RV is better fuel economy and don’t we all need

that.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/avoid-

overloading-rv/
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CHAPTER 24.

FIFTH WHEEL TOWING WHAT WE CARRY IN THE

TRUCK BED

A little while ago I had a commenter on the Love Your RV YouTube

channel request I shoot a video detailing what we carry in the bed of

the truck and how I have it arranged. I set up the cargo exactly as I

have it when we are towing the fifth wheel. Hopefully, the video helps

out new RVers decided what they may need.

We are fulltime RVers who spend the winter months down south so

carry a lot of items. Our 1994 Ford F350 has a large 8-foot box on it.

Having the large pickup box is a bit of a pain for parking and navigating

tight areas, but it is a godsend for extra storage. I also can move cargo

weight from the trailer to the truck, evening out the load.

List of Items Carried in our Pickup Truck Bed

• Trailer Spare Tire

• Werner Foldable Telescopic Ladder

• 3 Drinking Water Jugs and Milk Crate

• Trailer Leveling Blocks and Pads

• Trailer Chocks

• Trailer-Aid Ramp

• Portable Solar Panel
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• 2 Jack Stands

• Dog Water and Bowl

• Generator Gas Jug

• Leki Hiking Pole

• Rubber Door Mats

Items Carried in the Two Truck Tool Boxes

• Champion 2000 Watt Generator

• Torque Wrench and Socket Set

• Assorted Hand Tools and Spare Screws and Nuts

• Assorted Bungy Cords and Tie Down Straps

• Spare Truck Oil and Antifreeze plus Funnel

• Spare Truck Radiator and Heater Hosing

• Small Spade Shovel and Large Axe

• Battery Booster Box and Jumper Cables

• 12 Volt Air Compressor

• Roadside Safety Triangles

• Extra Water Hoses (75 feet)

• 12 Volt Water Pump and Hose

• Wastemaster Sewer System Accessory Connectors

• Valterra Twist-on Waste Valve

• Hydraulic Floor Jack

• Large Plastic Tarp

• Spare Serpentine Belt

• Emergency Food
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Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/fifth-

wheel-towing-carry-truck-bed/
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PART V.

PRODUCTS AND UPGRADES



CHAPTER 25.

MY 10 FAVORITE RV MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

Having full-time RVed for nearly five years now, I’ve tried out dozens

of various maintenance products. Doing my own maintenance tasks to

keep the rig in tip-top condition can save us boatloads of money today

and down the road. We plan to keep our Cougar fifth wheel hopefully

for many years to come.

I get a lot of new RVers checking out the blog so I’ve decided to save

them some time by listing my top ten RV maintenance products. There

are many others out there to be sure but these are my personal favorites.

PRO RV BOAT AIRCRAFT WAX

I use this wax once or twice a year on our Cougar fifth wheel and truck

and both still look fantastic 5 years later. It takes a little elbow grease

to buff off but I think it’s worth the investment in time and energy. In

between full treatments with the Pro wax I will use a quick wipe on

wipe off spray wax like Protect All.
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AEROSPACE 303 PROTECTANT

This is my “go to” UV protectant for anything vinyl and rubber to

prevent fading and cracking. Pretty important considering you much

time we spend in the sunny southwest. My main use is for our large

power awning but it also works great on the truck and trailer tires, mud

flaps, rubber window seals and plastic bumper trim.
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PROTECT ALL DRY LUBRICANT

I’ve tried several brands of white lithium and silicone based sprays but

find this stuff to be the best for any of my undercarriages metal moving

parts. Protect All Dry Lube is designed for slide out rails, cables, and

gears but I also use it on my rear stabilizer jacks, spring hardware, and

folding entrance steps. Basically, any moving metal that is exposed to

the elements. It smells a bit weird when first applied but does a bang up

job of lubricating, silencing squeaks and doesn’t attract dirt.
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ETERNABOND ROOF REPAIR TAPE

If you’ve followed my blog for a while now you know I love this stuff!

I’ve actually redone pretty well all my roof seals with it. I always carry

a roll in case of an emergency repair like a cracked waste tank and as a

quick plumbing patch. Or even a roof tear to our rubber roof like it is

designed for.
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GORILLA TAPE

Another tape I’m never without is a thick roll of black Gorilla Tape.

I use it to reseal access flaps I have cut out in my trailers chloroplast

underbelly. It’s like duct tape on steroids. In a pinch, it could be used to

patch a broken window with plastic or hold on a ripped off fender or

trim until you get to a repair shop.
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SIMPLE GREEN SPRAY CLEANER

I use Simple Green for a multitude of tasks around the RV. I find it’s

a better black streak remover than most of the products claiming to

be designed for that task. It’s also useful for removing stubborn stains

on the awning, white plastic trim, outside furniture and to degrease the

BBQ. Check out a whole blog post I published about it.
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PERMATEX DIELECTRIC GREASE

We summer right near the ocean and the salt air can play havoc with

electrical contacts. I use the Permatex grease to coat all my rigs 12-volt

electrical connectors like battery terminals, bulb sockets, trailers’

wiring connectors, etc. It does an excellent job at preventing dirt, salt,

and corrosion from causing intermittent problems. If I need to remove

it, it wipes away easily with a cloth.
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PLUMBERS GREASE

Another handy grease to have on board is called Plumbers Grease. It’s

silicone based grease designed to lubricate rubber plumbing parts like

those O-ring gaskets found in faucets and hoses. I mainly use it on

the RV toilets rubber gasket to keep it from leaking or drying out and

cracking.
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HAPPY CAMPERS TANK TREATMENT

Over the course of my RVing life, I’ve tried almost every waste tank

treatment under the sun. Being an avid boondocker where water is a

precious commodity we end up with a pretty concentrated black tank

after a week or two of dry camping. Happy Campers is by far the best

and most economical stuff I’ve found to combat tank odors and break

down the waste solids.

They even sell an extreme cleaner to deal with an extra gummed up

waste tank. A bonus is its complete lack of smell. I can’t stand a

perfumed tank treatment, it’s almost worse than what it’s trying to

cover up.
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STREAK FREE MICROFIBER CLOTH

Finally, this one is courtesy of my wife Anne. She is responsible for the

wiping down and cleaning of the interior of the rig when we arrive at

our destination. She swears by a streak free microfiber type cloth. She

wets it with plain water and goes to town using them on practically

everything. They clean our vinyl furniture and flooring, cabinets,

windows, mirrors, countertops, appliances, walls and even the flat

screen TV all without leaving a streak. She just rinses them out or

throws them in the washer for a quick refresh.
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Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/

my-10-favorite-rv-maintenance-products/
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CHAPTER 26.

20 UPGRADES WE HAVE MADE TO OUR FIVER

IMPROVEMENTS MADE TO OUR RV

We purchased a brand spanking new Keystone Cougar Fifth Wheel

Trailer Model 276RLSWE just about 4 years ago and headed out on a

one year RVing journey of exploration. We absolutely loved our time on

the road. So much so it has since become into our day to day existence,

wandering the US and Canada as full-time RV nomads.

When we first got the Cougar trailer I was amazed at all the fancy

features like, pull out bike rack, remote controlled awning/slide/

landing jacks/spot light, hitch vision, heated underbelly, 32″ inch TV,

etc. However, once we started to really live in it we quickly realized

there were many things lacking. Over the last few years as we could

afford it we have been steadily adding upgrades and improving our

Cougar.
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Here are 20 upgrades we have made to our RV. Hopefully you might

take away a few ideas for your own RV. We love to boondock (dry camp

without hookups) so you will find a fair number of the upgrades are

geared towards that. Others just make living day to day in the RV a little

nicer.

1) INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL LED LIGHTING

I’ve outfitted most of the internal lamp fixtures and external trailer

marker lamps with LED bulbs by a company called Starlights Inc. This

has helped out a lot when dry camping by saving us valuable battery

power and improving the visibility of the trailer at night or during

foggy days. For the internal LED lights I went mostly with a warm 3200

Kelvin color which comes closest to a regular incandescent lamp. Many

of the cheaper LED lamps I’ve seen have a very harsh blueish light or

aren’t very bright. Many also don’t include built in regulation circuitry

or heat sinks. Not all LEDs are created equal.
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I’m pleased thus far with the Starlights LEDs after almost a year of

continuous service they are still bright and working well. An interesting

benefit of this upgrade was longer fixture life. The original lamps ran so

hot they were melting or making the plastic connectors very brittle on

our most often used fixtures.

2) 200 WATTS SOLAR POWER SYSTEM

It took us several years to justify the cost but recently solar has dropped

in price per watt to the point we took the plunge and added a couple

panels. I went with an entry level 200 watt kit from a company called

Renogy. The 100 watt panel had many excellent reviews on Amazon.

By doing the solar system install on my own I saved on the labor and it

ended up only costing about 400 dollars total.
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So far we are most pleased! If it is a sunny day and we avoid using the

large 32″ TV and desktop computer and only charge laptops, cameras,

phones, etc. we can get by without firing up the generator. Recently

we stayed in a National Park “no hookup” campground and it was

really nice to return home after a day of hiking and photographing to

find fully charged batteries. In the future I plan to add two more 100

watt panels and a couple more batteries to make us even more energy

independent when off the grid.

3) 1000 WATT PURE SINE WAVE INVERTER

My photographer wife Anne uses a large IMAC computer to process

her wonderful photos. We needed a way for her to be able to accomplish

this task when we were dry camped with no shore power. I decided to

install a 1000 watt pure sine wave inverter. The 1000 watts would be

more than enough to run her IMAC plus allow us to charge up all our

assorted electronics. We could also use it to power our 32” LCD TV
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for a little entertainment off the grid. Another benefit of the inverter is

it acts as circuit protection for her computer. Even when plugged into

campground 120 volt AC power she still uses the inverter making her

immune from power interruptions, surges and brownouts. Which turns

out to be a fairly common occurrence in many older RV parks.

I chose to install a more expensive “Pure” or also called a “True” Sine

Wave unit versus a “Modified” Sine Wave Inverter because we would

manly be using it to power our sensitive electronics and Anne’s IMAC.

Here is a good PDF article that explains the difference.

– http://www.xantrex.com/documents/tech-doctor/universal/

tech1-universal.pdf

4) EXTRA BATTERY CAPACITY

Our Keystone Cougar 276RLS came with a single deep cycle battery

with 85AH (ampere-hour) total capacity. This would be fine if we were

the type of RVers that usually stayed in RV Parks or spent very short

stays in campgrounds without electric hookups. But, we wanted to

explore a little further field and camp in National, State and County

parks or those very scenic BLM spots that are totally off the grid. We

needed some extra power storage to keep us powered up longer.
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I decided to add 2 large six volt golf cart style batteries with 225AH

capacity to power our boondocking fun and keep the original in there

as a backup. This has served us well for several years now but with the

recent addition of solar to the camper, I will likely be upgrading to 4 six

volt batteries for next year’s snowbird season. Hopefully, we can almost

totally wean ourselves off our generator, saving fuel and making for a

more peaceful boondocking experience.

5) FAN-TASTIC VENT FAN

Love this addition! Not only does it help keep the rig cool and

comfortable on those hot desert boondocking days but it also is useful

for expelling excess moisture in the cold months spent in the Pacific

Northwest. I’ve found it very useful during cooking to remove odors,

smoke or excess steam.

Our rig came with two dinky little fans. One fan is in the toilet and the
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other above the stove. Both fans are super annoying sound wise and

move a very small volume of air. The Fantastic fan, by comparison, runs

much quieter and moves a ton of air. It also does this while using very

little amperage, which is perfect for our off the grid adventures.

I went with the model that included an automatic thermostat feature.

The auto thermostat feature is great for pets, keeping our beagle

comfortable in the rig if the temps rise when we are away. We position

her kennel beside an open window on the cool side of the rig and the

fan provides her a cooling breeze

*Note* She is not left in the trailer if it is excessively hot out. We know our rig after

years of dry camping and know how hot it gets inside depending on how we are

setup and weather conditions. A thermometer that stores min and max temps was

useful to gain the knowledge.

6) HARDWIRED SURGE PROTECTOR

An early upgrade I did to the Cougar fifth wheels electrical system was

the installation of quality surge protector. It is a little costly but much

cheaper than having to replace or repair surge damaged electrical items

in the rig. Also, who wants to wait around while the repairs take place,

what a hassle that would be. Even if I did the work myself I’m sure

sourcing the parts would be a nightmare.
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The one I got is able to detect too low or too high of AC voltage and

automatically disconnect the rig from a faulty power source. It also

analyzes the power on plugin and won’t turn on if the power pedestal is

improperly wired or the wrong voltage.

I really like the little remote readout. With a quick glance at the panel

I can tell the present input AC voltage and how much current we are

using in the RV. I’ve used it a few times to aid me in troubleshooting

electrical issues within the rig.

7) EXTRA WASTE VALVE

We have three waste tanks on board the trailer and each has its own

waste gate to control emptying the tank. Then the waste water flows

through a series of plumbing pipes combining into one final end piece

with a sewer cap. Well this is all fine and dandy except sometimes the

valves don’t seal quite right and a little bit of waste water dribbles

through and ends up behind the cap. Of course, when I would open

it I would always get greeted with some nasty water dribbling out,

sometimes as much as a quart or two, yuck!
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I finally got smart and added an extra waste valve right at the pipe end.

It was super easy to install just twisting on and no more dribbles. As

a bonus, I can now equalize my tanks when boondocking to maximize

wastewater storage capacity.

8) DIGITAL TV ANTENNA ADD-ON

The Wingman UHF antenna was a quick and easy little add-on to the

stock Winegard RV bat-wing style TV antenna helping us receive more

digital stations in fringe reception areas. No tools were required, just a

trip to the roof to snap the extra antenna element in place.
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9) SHOE STORAGE

We quickly found as full-time RVers there is no place for shoes in our

fifth wheel. We ended up with several pairs piles up and in the way.

What a nuisance! One day when poking around under the sink I spied

an empty void in the cabinetry right near the entrance door. I quickly

set to work planning and then installing a couple cubbyhole shelves.

Voila, we now have a convenient place for our extra shoes and no more

shoe pile by the door.

10) DIGITAL THERMOSTAT

In this modern age of digital everything, our expensive fifth wheel came

with get this… a manual slider control thermostat. Talk about trying to

save a few pennies or what? With a little bit of money spent and rewire

plans found on the internet I was able to easily replace the crappy

Coleman-Mach OEM unit with a decent digital one giving us much

more precise temperature control.
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11) STORAGE BAY LOCKS

Guess what? Most of the RV locks out there aren’t unique! If you have

a key that is marked CH751 anyone else with a CH751 key can open

your locks and a good percentage of RVs use the CH751 key. I know

that a hardcore thief can easily break into our RV; all it takes is a small

crowbar or large screwdriver. But to keep the honest folks honest I

invested in some unique locks for my storage doors.

Install was very simple and they are a much higher quality lock and

key than the original OEM ones. They come with a numbered unique

cylinder type key instead of the cheap OEM one that ends up wearing
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out. Mine were to the point I had to jiggle them and find just the right

spot to get the door open. I added the optional chrome dust covers as

well. Great to keep the locks dry on the west coast and dust free in the

US southwest.

12) REMOTE HEADPHONE JACK

To keep the peace in the small living space that is an RV I often use

headphones when watching TV. It was kind of a pain having a long

cord from the TV to me draped around the rig. I looked at wireless

headphones but the last thing I need is more wires and things that take

batteries to run. I did a bit of poking around in the bowels of the fifth

wheel and found a path to run a wire and installed a headphone jack

right beside my recliner at the back of the RV.

13) TOWEL AND SHOWER RACKS

Do you believe a towel and shower rack is an upgrade? Funny that the

manufacturer makes so many décor choices but decides a simple place

to hang your towel is beyond them. Anne found a nice set of bamboo

wood and metal units and I drilled and screwed them onto the shower

enclosure.
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14) CUP HOLDER FOR ANNE

My wife likes to enjoy a beverage in bed while reading but there was no

easily accessible place to keep the cup or mug. I remembered a fold up

cup holder I had on my old camper van dashboard and added one on

her side of the bed. I was a hero for that one!

15) PANTRY LIGHTING

No matter how many lights we put on it was impossible to see things

way back in our deep pantry shelves. I ended up screwing a little holder

and flashlight to the door. This was not the best solution so I took some

leftover LED lamps I had and wired in a permanent switch and the LED

lights for the pantry. It’s a simple little thing but makes a big difference
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to life in the trailer as the pantry is a heavily used storage area for our

dry foods and happy hour libations.

16) IMPROVED ROOF SEALS

I’m a stickler for maintaining the RVs roof sealant. I know that a roof

leak can be one of the worst things to happen to any RV. The repair

costs can quickly rise into the thousands of dollars, not to mention the

health concerns from hidden mold. The rig is almost 4 years old and the

original Dicor lap sealant and silicone sealants used on the roof seams

and gutters were starting to show their age.
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I had heard about how great a product called Eternabond tape was for

roof repairs and decided to give it a try. I figured by taping over all the

roofs seams with this roofing tape I could improve the original seals and

decrease the amount of maintenance required. Normal RV roof sealant

needs to be constantly checked and patched/resealed every 6 months or

so whereas the Eternabond tape is good for many, many years.

17) SHOWER HEAD AND FAUCETS

The failure of our cold water shower faucet was a blessing in disguise.

It gave me a reason when replacing it to also replace the junky OEM

shower head. I had long heard rave reviews from other RVers for the

Oxygenics brand RV shower head and how it was more like a regular

household shower. I ordered up a new ¼ turn faucet set and a swanky

looking chrome Oxygenics head.
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The reviews were right and we love the upgrade. Wish we did it sooner.

Both the quarter turn faucets and new shower head are a huge

improvement. Showering is something you do all the time so it only

makes sense to have decent fixtures in there and a full pressure shower.

18) EXTRA WIRE SHELVING

Our Keystone Cougar fifth wheel has copious amounts of cupboard

space but much of it is up high and was useless. By adding several

lightweight wire basket type shelves we are able to utilize much more of

it for lightweight items like towels, clothes, plastic dishes, etc. More tips

for improving RV storage space.
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19) PAPER TOWEL HOLDER

Counter space is at a premium in the RV so I went with a quality metal

holder in the cabinet under the sink where we keep our trash. It worked

out perfect and can take the giant-sized rolls.

20) QUALITY PROPANE REGULATOR

In less than one year our propane system was having issues. Seems one

of the pigtail hoses connecting the 30 lb. cylinder to the regulator was

faulty. Talking to a propane tech about it he advised me to upgrade

the system to higher quality Marshall Brand pigtail hoses and regulator

with auto tank switch over. I’m glad I did. The cost was under $100

and I have not had a problem since. The auto tank switchover works

flawlessly. The LP gas system hardware is one place not to cheap out on.
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Well, I hope you got some ideas from my 20 upgrades to put to use in

your own RV. I still have a long wishlist and look forward to making

more improvements to our tiny home on the wheels in the future. Stay

tuned and Love Your RV! – Happy RVing, Ray

Future Planned Improvements:

• New Furniture – we hope to find more comfortable leather

furniture to replace our sad looking OEM fabric stuff.

• New Mattress – looking forward purchasing to a new high quality

(short queen) memory foam mattress.

• Computer Desk for Me – want to build in a dedicated computer

workstation in place of one of our recliners.

• Under Bed Storage Light – under bed storage is dark and needs a

light source.

• Tire Pressure Monitor – would love to keep track of the trailer tire

pressure and temperatures.

• Battery Power Monitor – need a unit to monitor our battery

capacity and charging status when on solar power.

• More Batteries and Solar Panels – plans are for another 2 six volts

batteries and 2 more 100-watt panels.

• Big Buddy Propane Hookup – would like an internally fixed install,

low pressure quick connect for our Big Buddy heater.
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Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/

20-upgrades-we-have-made-to-our-rv/
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CHAPTER 27.

20 MORE UPGRADES TO OUR FIFTH WHEEL

IMPROVEMENTS TO OUR HOME ON WHEELS

Last spring I detailed 20 RV upgrades I had done to our 2011 Keystone

Cougar fifth wheel trailer to make our RVing life a little more enjoyable.

Well, I have been a busy boy since then and I’m back again with another

20. Many of these upgrades are designed to make our rig better suited

for life off the grid. We love nothing more than to camp self-contained

in beautiful landscapes.

Another selection of upgrades will make life inside the RV more

comfortable and convenient for our unique lifestyle. Instead of the

living with the generic manufacturer layout. I hope you enjoy a look at

these upgrades and pick up few ideas for your own RV.

UNDERBED STORAGE LIGHT

Our RV came with a tilt-up bed frame with scads of underneath storage.

We use it a lot! The problem was it’s quite dark under there and we

were always using a flashlight at night to find things. With a simple little

12-volt wiring modification and the addition of an automotive dome

light activated by a magnetic reed switch, the problem was solved. I

used a spare LED lamp I had to save energy and make the low current

magnetic switch feasible.
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FURY RV SHOWER HEAD

Last year’s upgrades included the Oxygenics shower head. It was a

terrific upgrade over the original OEM fixture providing better

pressure with less water. But, now they have a new model out that

is even better. The Fury RV includes not only the original Oxgenics

spray pattern but 4 other settings plus a water flow slider. I’ve noticed

a definite improvement in our water usage this boondocking season.

Squeezing an extra day out of our fresh tank without sacrificing shower

quality.

SHURFLOWATER PUMP

The Cougar fifth wheel came with a FloJet brand water pump. Being

only a cheaper 3 chamber style pump, it was noisy with a machine
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gun vibration. Even more so because of the way it had been plumbed

without a flexible hose on the output piping. This summer I tore

everything apart and added in a winterizing kit and some flexible hose,

plus redesigned the pump enclosure. Still, it was noisy so I replaced the

pump with a 4 chamber unit from Shurflo. It’s a big improvement, much

quieter with more even flow from our faucets and shower.

FOUR INTERSTATE GOLF CART BATTERIES

The original dealer installed 12-volt battery plus the 2 Trojan six volts I

had installed when the rig was new were beginning to show their age. I

decided since I recently added a solar power system and had plans for a

few more panels it was a good time to add some fresh batteries. I went

with the Interstate brand since I have had such good performance out of

the ones in my diesel pickup. The price ($124) was affordable so I could

get four of them and increase my storage capacity.

I also added a new battery box and upgraded the wiring to a heavier

gauge. It’s been really nice to have the extra capacity, especially on those

long cold desert mid-winter nights. With 464 amp hours total capacity,

I don’t have to worry about too much TV watching or the power-

hungry furnace fan draining the batteries overnight.
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TWO MORE 100 WATT RENOGY SOLAR PANELS

When I installed the 200 watts Renogy solar kit last year it was in the

back of my mind to increase it to 400 watts when I could afford it.

So when I mounted those two panels on the roof I left room to add

two more right beside them. We stopped by the Renogy warehouse

in California on our way down south this year and picked up two

additional 100-watt panels. The price was pretty good ($136 each) due

to a Black Friday sale. The 400 watts has allowed us to be much more

piggish with power usage when boondocking. While the sun is shining

my wife can use her large 21″ iMac desktop computer as much as she

desires and we still have excess current to charge up the batteries.
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TRIMETRIC BATTERY SYSTEM MONITOR

With my multimeter, a hydrometer, and amp meter I was able to keep

tabs on my battery banks state of charge but it was a bit of a pain so

this year I’ve invested in a Trimetric Battery System Monitor. It’s really

made things super convenient. I still use the good old hydrometer now

and then but for daily monitoring, the Trimetric is the bee’s knees. I love

the percentage of charge reading and amperage/wattage going in and

out of the batteries.

At a glance, I know whether it’s time to fire up the generator or if we

are good to go with just solar energy. I find it very valuable to test out

the power draw of different items in the RV and how many amp hours

we use on a daily basis. If you’re considering solar this is the first thing

I’d advise installing. That way you can figure out your particular power

needs.

BOGART SC2030 SOLAR CHARGE CONTROLLER

To go with the above mentioned Trimetric monitor, I picked up the

companion solar charge controller. The Bogart Engineering SC2030.

It’s a fairly simple PWM controller out of the box but when paired

with the Trimetric TM2030-RV becomes very sophisticated, unlocking
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a highly customizable set of options. It allows you to tailor the battery

charging process to your unique dry camping situation and brand of

batteries. I get more efficient charging, extended battery life and lots

of fun for a geek like me. All without breaking the bank on a fancier

controller.

INTELI-POWER POWER CONVERTER

For those times, the sun doesn’t shine or we want to be complete power

pigs I’ve installed a second power converter up front in the front storage

compartment next to the battery box. Why would I want another

converter in the rig? Well quite frankly the OEM installed WFCO 8955

unit sucks for boondocking with my large battery bank. It takes forever

to charge with an output voltage of 13.6 and it’s long run of thin 6 gauge

wire from the location under our stove all the way to the front of the

trailer, more than 20 feet away.

So, I’ve installed the 60 amp Inteli-POWER specifically for charging the

batteries up with our generator. It’s made a night and day difference

cutting the generator run time I’d estimate by 2/3rds. In the morning if

our battery bank is depleted I can run the genny for about an hour and

be at 85% or better charge, then let the solar panels take over to slowly

bring the bank back to 100% charged.
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BIG BUDDY HEATER QUICK CONNECT

We love our Big Buddy propane heater. Not only does it save on LP gas

costs but puts out a very pleasing radiant heat with no fan noise and

power usage. Perfect for boondocking. The only drawback was having

to go out and hook up the hose to an external tank. With the guidance

of a professional propane tech, I was able to plumb a hose into the

RVs low-pressure LP gas line and install a quick connect adapter. Now

within a minute or two, I can have the Big Buddy lit and warming our

rig.
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INFINITY LUXURY VINYL FLOORING

The dirty, dusty dog haired slide carpet is gone. Woohoo! Happy dance!

I had been wondering what to do about it for a while when I was

contacted by Infinity LWV and offered a roll to review. Perfect timing as

I was in the midst of our Summer RV Renovation project. Now that we

have had a chance to use it for several months of traveling I absolutely

love it.

The slide operates fine with it and cleanup is a breeze. Dust, hair, and

debris can be easily swept away and the vinyl material washed off. It

comes back looking as good as new every time. We really like the clean,

modern look of it, but best of all the smell that used to get trapped in

the carpeting is a thing of the past.

CUSTOM BUILT RV DAYBED

Gone is the original RV sofa bed to a landfill where it belongs. What a

piece of junk it was. In its place, I have made my own piece of furniture,
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a daybed with underneath storage and a pull out drawer. We looked

at some factory made RV furniture but it all was ugly or cheaply built.

I built the box and covered it with Infinity Luxury Woven Vinyl and

we then had a professional upholsterer make the mattress and cushions

using very high-quality foam and vinyl. We are most pleased with the

outcome. Now I have a sofa I can actually lay out on.

CUSTOM BUILT COMPUTER DESK

I’m writing this blog post from my new computer desk. For a few

years, I plugged away on the computer while sitting on a swivel rocker

hunched over a tiny coffee table. Finally, this past summer we turfed the

2 swivel rockers and I modified the small coffee table into a useful size

computer desk. The challenge was to fit it in the limited space available.

I did it by sitting sideways and utilizing a flip-up design. This way the

desk can be folded down to allow the slide out to clear when retracted.

The desk has a little shelf underneath for odds and ends.
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AIR RIDE FIFTH WHEEL PIN BOX

The Air Ride Pin Box replaced our OEM solid steel pin box smoothing

out the ride and protecting the fifth wheel frame and truck from

damaging blows. Since we travel so much as full-timers and love to

boondock off the beaten path this upgrade has given me some peace of

mind. Having to have frame damage repaired would be a bitter pill to

swallow both financially and time-wise. This is our home after all and

we hope to have it for a long time.

LIPPERT ELEPHANT FOOT JACK PADS

This is a very recent upgrade so can’t comment on the long-term

durability yet. However, they were easy to install and function well. The

rig feels very stable, less rocking with the extra foot size. Gone is the

need to place wood or plastic blocks down. So far I’ve used the Elephant

Foot jack pads in one cement padded RV park and 5 rough gravel, sandy

desert dry camping locations with good results. If they can stand up to

my abuse they should work well for anyone.
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360 SIPHON WASTE TANK VENT CAP

The 360 Siphon replaces the standard waste tank vent cap improving

the flow of air into and out of the tank. It’s uniquely shaped to create a

vortex when air passes through it sucking the bad air out and allowing

fresh air in. This is really helpful for us boondockers trying to conserve

water. Our black tank can get quite concentrated at times. With the

addition of this vent cap and by adding Happy Camper powder in the

tank when dry camping I don’t have any odor issues.

AC POWER CORD CONVERSION KIT

When I built my new computer desk I modified the existing coffee

table. The tables inner cabinet area was used to store the 30 foot AC

power cord. There was a hole at the back of the trailer the cord would

be fed into when not in use. Since my new design didn’t have enough

space to house the coiled up cord I installed myself a Marinco 30 amp

conversion kit removing the so-called “mouse hole” and in its place a

disconnectable power receptacle. It’s worked out great, no more trying

to push all that cord in or untangling it when it jammed up. And one

less hole for critters to get into the rig through.
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WASTE MASTER SEWER SYSTEM

I’m loving my new sewer hose. The Waste Master is wicked quality and

has amazing expansion. I carry the main sewer hose plus an additional

extension hose. Each hose takes up about 4 feet of storage space but

can expand to 18 and 20 feet. I actually used the full length a few times.

Once when camping in a friends driveway to reach his sewer hole and

another to get a better spot in an RV Park. The shutoff valve on the head

end is awesome to have and the cam lock connectors work flawlessly.

QUIETER FRIDGE VENT FAN

Yay! I don’t have to listen to that annoying buzzing/cycling fridge vent
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fan any longer. Nothing ruins the peace of a beautiful off-grid location

faster than a dinky little fan cycling on and off every 20 seconds. I’m

happy to report the fridge is cooling as well as ever but quietly. It took

a bit of effort to pull out the fridge to perform the modification but well

worth it.

REVO LEVELER TRAILER LEVELING AID

Once setup the ReVo Leveler makes perfectly leveling of the fifth wheel

a snap. It tells me how many inches I need to go up and on which side,

plus lets me know when the trailer is level front to back. Also, I have it

calibrated to let me know when I’ve adjusted the landing jacks for the

hitch connect and disconnect height. Handy little gadget for sure.

FOLDING TELESCOPIC LADDER

Finally number 20, whew what a ton of RV upgrades this last year!

This summer I scrapped the old folding step stool I have been using

and bought myself a proper full-time RVing ladder. The 13 foot Werner

ladder is lightweight and adjusts to many different heights, perfect for
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maintaining and working on the fifth wheel. Then it folds down small

enough to carry in the bed of the pickup. As a bonus, it makes a handy

beagle hitching post

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/20-rv-

upgrades-fifth-wheel-trailer/
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CHAPTER 28.

FAVORITE WASTE TANK TREATMENTS

Over the course of several decades RVing, I’ve tried pretty well every

waste tank treatment out there and several homebrewed concoctions

to boot. Most do a decent enough job if you use plenty of water and

empty/flush the tanks on a regular basis.

But, some start to fail when the waste becomes more concentrated, time

in tank increases or the temperatures heat up. Another factor that

differentiates products for me is the smell. Often they smell like a

perfume factory which I find more annoying than the waste smell itself!

For many years my preferred choice on full hookups was to use lots of

extra water when flushing and every couple tanks or so add in 1/4 cup

Borax detergent, 1/4 cup water softener plus some Dawn dish soap. On

top of that, we use a one-ply septic safe toilet paper such as Scotts and

always wait for a nearly full tank before dumping. That’s it. We never

had a clog and experienced little odor.
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However, once we started to embrace off-grid camping more and more,

water conservation became a huge concern. I found without the luxury

of unlimited water supply odors were becoming a problem especially

in warmer weather. While searching for a solution several other

boondocking friends highly recommended a product called Happy

Campers.

Upon opening up the jar, I was pleased to see a white powder with

virtually no smell to it at all. I gave it a try over the course of a few

months boondocking in the southwest and was hooked. It’s now my “go

to” RV waste tank treatment. It does as good or better job than anything

else I’ve tried.
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BIGGEST REASONS I LOVE HAPPY CAMPERS TANK

TREATMENT

• Doesn’t stink like perfume as many other do

• Still works well when the temperatures rise

• Economical, about a dollar a tank

• No big mess if I spill some unlike the colored liquid crap

• Biodegradable with no formaldehyde

Nowadays I pick myself up a large bucket of the stuff and when on full

hookups throw in a scoop every few tank fulls. When boondocking, I

add a scoop to every tank. The 64 treatment pail lasts me the whole year.

The only downfall is, the stuff isn’t readily available at every RV parts

outlet or Walmart.
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If in a pinch I’ve used a product called Walex Porta-Pak. They are a

sealed powered pack you just throw into the toilet. One pack does 40

gallons per pouch and found are at most Walmarts.

WHAT ABOUT TANKTECHSRX?

Another RV waste tank treatment gaining in popularity is called

TankTechsRX. I’ve had it recommended to me by several RVers so

decided to give it a whirl. I had it shipped to an RV Park I was staying in

down in Palm Springs this past winter and used it for three months of

boondocking. Unfortunately, the verdict is a thumb down mostly from

my wife whose sensitive nose told me the odors were much increased

versus Happy Campers.
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Another thing I didn’t like was the instruction not to empty the

tank completely for it to work right. As boondockers, we like to have

as much capacity in our waste tanks as possible. I may still use

TanktechsRX if the trailer goes into longer-term storage as I do like

some aspects of the product. But, overall I’m sticking with Happy

Campers holding tanks treatment.

Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/favorite-

rv-waste-holding-tank-treatments-love-rv/
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CHAPTER 29.

TOP 20 MUST HAVE TOOLS FOR RVING FULLTIME

Last winter I published a post showing all the tools I carry in the RV as a

full-time RVer. It was a surprising amount and actually kind of shocked

me when I saw them all together. This summer I have on my todo list

a weaning of the tools I carry. With my many upgrades, our Keystone

Cougar fifth wheel is approaching is max GVWR when we are all loaded

up. I’d like to shed some weight to maintain a safety margin.

When I published the Tools I Carry as a Fulltime RVer video a

commenter suggested I do another video showing my Top 20 Tools for

RVing. The idea stuck in my head. Since I’m in the process of reducing

my tool load it was a good time to come up with the list. Man, it wasn’t

easy! I had to take a hard look at how much I really need each tool and

whether it gets consistent use. A tool you only use once or twice or have

“just in case” could always be purchased or borrowed in a pinch.
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1) TORQUE WRENCH

Used for pre-trip setting proper lug torque on my trailer wheels and

from time to time on the truck lug nuts. Also every month or two I

check the torque on the fifth wheel pin box, hitch and suspension bolts.

2) SOCKET SET

I guess it could be classed as many tools, but for this list, I’ll count it as
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one. I feel a basic metric/SAE socket set is a must have for performing

many simple repairs to the RV or tow vehicle.

3) TIRE GAUGE

Another tool I use before every travel day to guard against blowouts and

save fuel with proper inflation of all tires.

4) MULTIMETER

I carry a quality auto ranging multimeter to aid in electrical repairs and

testing. With it, you can quickly check fuses, RV park power pedestals,

and test batteries.
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5) MULTI-BIT SCREWDRIVER

I keep a standard Picquic multi-bit screwdriver in the junk drawer of

the RV kitchen and is one of my most often used tools, especially the #2

Robertson bit. The #2 Robertson bit (square bit for Americans) is used

for almost every screw in our Keystone Trailer.

6) NEEDLE NOSE PLIERS

I carry an extra long set of needle nose pliers for getting into those

nooks and crannies. They come in most handy for electrical wiring jobs

or where you need to get a good grip on a small item to manipulate

it. Our trailer was built using reams long metal staples; the needle nose

pliers are ideal for removing these.
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7) WIRE STRIPPER/CRIMPER

An essential tool if you are required to do any RV wiring repairs or

installations. Many of the RVs 12 VDC wiring connections utilize butt

connectors which need to be crimped.

8) LINEMAN PLIERS

I love my Vampliers 8″ lineman pliers. They have serrated jaws that bite

down hard to get a firm grip on things and built-in side cutters. At the

end are U shapes jaws for extracting stripped screws and bolts. You can

see by the handle wear, they get used a lot!
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9) CHANNEL LOCK PLIERS

I mostly use the channel locks for plumbing, for instance, hose ends and

Pex pipe connections. A set lives in the utility side storage bay in case

I need to snug up the water hose or regulator connections or turn on a

campground spigot that has a missing handle.

10) UTILITY (EXACTO) KNIFE

An excellent all-around cutting tool that thanks to snap off blades stays

super sharp. I always seem to be reaching for my utility knife.
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11) CORDLESS DRILL

I grab my cordless drill every time I set up and break down camp.

Inserting a Leveling Scissor Jack Socket makes quick work of that job.

It also sees lots of action when drilling and driving screws during mods

and repairs.

12) CORDLESS SCREWDRIVER

My Makita cordless screwdriver is a left over from my TV and Stereo

repair days and an all-time favorite tool. It’s been put to good use

around our fifth wheel trailer for the many repairs and modifications

I’ve made over the years. Its top attribute is size. It’s small and

lightweight without sacrificing too much power.
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13) OSCILLATING MULTITOOL

This is a brand new cordless tool for me. I just purchased the Milwaukee

M12 Multitool. It should be able to replace several saws, cutting,

scraper and sanding tools for me. I wish I bought it sooner.

14) AIR COMPRESSOR

Used to top up my tires PSI if required before travel plus adjusting my

pin box airbag and bicycle tires. Also handy for blowing out the water

lines prior to putting an RV in storage.
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15) LED FLASHLIGHT

A good flashlight is a must-have. These days with LED technology

flashlights are brighter and longer lasting battery-wise than ever. I

picked up this Nebo Slyde flashlight at an ACE hardware in Palm

Springs a few years ago and it quickly became my favorite flashlight for

jobs around the RV.

16) CAULKING GUN

As the RV ages, it needs more and more attention to its many seams and

seals to prevent a dreaded water leak and the rot/mold that will occur.

A caulking gun becomes an essential tool to have on board.
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17) INFRA-RED TEMPERATURE GUN

I bought an IR gun to keep tabs on my wheel hub and tire temperatures

during stops out on the road, but quickly found many other uses for

the device. Check out my previous blog post on things I use my IR

temperature gun for.

18) AXE

I carry a decently sized axe for cutting up firewood and removing

debris. It also doubles as a heavy hammer or as I like to call it a

persuader.
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19) HIVE TOOL

Used for bee hives this handy tool “Hive Tool” is terrific for removing

old caulking sealant and prying up things. Comes in useful when

needing to remove things from the RV like roof vents. Last winter it

helped me a bunch when I was swapping out a faulty water heater.

20) 13′ FOLDING TELESCOPIC LADDER

I don’t know what I’d do without my Werner MT13 folding ladder. I

guess the top half of the RV would slowly disintegrate.
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Link to post on Love Your RV! – http://www.loveyourrv.com/

top-20-must-tools-rving-fulltime/
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THANK YOU

Thanks for taking the time to read my eBook. If you’d like to connect

further with Love Your RV! feel free to follow on social media or

subscribe to the free Love Your RV! monthly newsletter.

Monthly Newsletter ► http://www.loveyourrv.com/mailing-list-sign-

up

Pinterest ► https://www.pinterest.com/loveyourrv

Facebook ► https://www.facebook.com/LoveYourRV

Twitter ► https://twitter.com/loveyourrv

Instagram ► https://www.instagram.com/loveyourrv

Google+ ► https://plus.google.com/+LoveYourRVonGPLUS

Visit the Love Your RV! Favorite RVing Products Page on Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/shop/loveyourrv

Check out the Love Your RV! Affiliates Page

http://www.loveyourrv.com/love-rv-affiliate-links

Copyright © 2017 by Ray Burr All Rights Reserved
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